NEW WESTMINSTER DESIGN PANEL
Tuesday, September 26, 2017 3:00p.m.
Council Chamber

AGENDA
Page
1.0

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA

1.1
2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of July 25, 2017

3.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

4.0

DESIGN REVIEWS

4.1

1050 Boyd St - Toyota Dealership (Revised Submission)

3:05pm
1

DPQ00125

The drawings have been re-issued and design panel comments from August 2017 have been
included in the agenda package. This applicant applied for a Development Permit to allow
construction of a new car dealership on the property. The purpose of this report is to provide
information to the New Westminster Design Panel for their consideration of this revised
submission.

10

Abbarch Architecture
4.2

408, 410, and 412 E. Columbia Street

REZ00137 & DPS00047

An application has been received for a proposed rezoning and development permit to facilitate
the development of a six-storey mixed use building with ground-level commercial, second
level office space, and 4 levels of secured market rental residential.
John Saliken - SUVA Architecture
PMG - Landscape Architecture Firm
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4.3

41 and 175 Duncan Street

OCP00020, REZ00136 & DPQ00140

An application has been received to amend the Official Community Plan land use
designation and rezone the site at 41 and 175 Duncan Street to allow the construction of
173 unit townhouse development. As part of this proposal, the applicant will dedicate to
the City of New Westminster a 5,575 square foot (517.9 square metre) site and construct
the shell of a two storey 2,600 square foot building for use as a child care on the site. The
property is currently zoned to allow 48 townhouses and 425 apartment units.
Burrowes Huggins Architects

5.0

NEW BUSINESS

6.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

7.0

CORRESPONDENCE

8.0

NEXT MEETING

8.1

Tuesday, October 24th, 2017 (in Council Chambers)

9.0

ADJOURNMENT
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NEW WESTMINSTER DESIGN PANEL
Tuesday, July 25, 2017, 3:00p.m.
Council Chambers

MINUTES
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Meredith Mitchell
Maranatha Coulas
Maria Fish
David Roppel
Craig West

- Vice Chair, BC Society of Landscape Architects
- Architectural Institute of BC Representative
- BC Society of Landscape Architects
- Development Industry Representative
- Architectural Institute of BC Representative

REGRETS:
Chris Block
Rodney Maas

- Chair, Architectural Institute of BC Representative
- Architectural Institute of BC Representative

GUESTS:
Mary Chan-Yip
Andrew Emmerson
David O'Sheehan
Bryce Gauthier

- PMG Landscape Architects
- GBL Architects
- ABBARCH Architecture Inc.
- Enns Gauthier Landscape Architects Inc.

STAFF:
Jim Hurst
Heather Corbett

- Development Planner
- Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 3:10 p.m. Meredith Mitchell assumed the Chair.
1.0

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA
There were no additions.

2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of June 27th, 2017
MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the minutes of the June 27, 2017 New Westminster Design Panel meeting be
approved.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
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3.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION
There were no items.

4.0

DESIGN REVIEWS

4.1

813-823 Carnarvon Street
REZ00134
SDP00210
Jim Hurst, Development Planner, summarized the report dated July 25, 2017,
regarding a Rezoning and Development Permit Application to allow a mixed use
project with commercial at grade and non-market rental and market condominium
residential uses above, at 813-823 Carnarvon Street.
Mr. Hurst reviewed the background of the project and the questions that the
Design Panel have been asked to address. He also explained the rationale behind
the project’s 7.75 FSR, and reported that the developers had initially presented to
the New Westminster Design Panel in April 2017, and had returned to this
meeting with revised drawings and information addressing the panel’s previous
comments.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Hurst provided the following
information:
 The Chinese Benevolence Association Park has not yet been
conceptualized, but will likely form part of the project for the building to
the north.
Andrew Emmerson, GBL Architecture, and Bryce Gauthier, Enns Gauthier
Landscape Architects, provided a presentation summarizing details of the
refinements and changes made in response to the comments made by the NWDP
in April, as outlined in Appendix B in the agenda package, covering massing, site
plans, elevations, building program, exterior treatments, the commercial street
front plan, contextual plans, and the landscape plans.
Mr. Gauthier discussed the concept of the proposed Victoria Street mural,
explaining that the intent of the content is to be good neighbours to the intended
park across the street. The landscape architecture firm spent time looking at
Chinese archival images and looked at colours that would be friendly to Chinese
culture and would be amenable in all seasons. The mural is not yet confirmed and
would go through the public art process.
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In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. Emmerson and Mr. Gauthier
provided the following information:
 Drawings 8.5 and 8.6 match the landscape drawings, however the
transitional elements do not render in 3D very well;
 Although the rendering does not show it very well, in Section 10.8, Section
1, the lane will become flat;
 The arches that extend up and over the building have not changed from the
previous drawings;
 On the lane, there would be a step up into a unit at the low end and a step
down at the high end, although this will be balanced out in the end;
 On Victoria St, the steep slope into the parking lot will shift in the final
plans;
 On levels four and five, the tower will be glass and the consistency of the
glazing will be carried through as much as possible;
 The ribbons running up the building and over the roof will be composed of
steel frame, and the architect is working with structural engineers to
maintain this composition without posts – the largest of these spans is
approximately 45 feet;
 The projections on to the building (in the plaza) will come from a lighting
element, which can be mounted on a pole or come from a downlight and
would be built into the landscaping;
 Sound for the projection element would also be incorporated into the
landscaping;
 For the offsite area, the drawings show the correct width from the curb edge
to the property line;
 As the underground parking extends to the property line in the plaza,
ensuring that trees will have adequate soil depth will be achieved by lifting
the plaza up from the surrounding sidewalk;
 Given the amount of amenity space on the upper level, the design rationale
in regards to supplying more space to the upper playing area was that it
would be more valuable to provide an extra family unit; and,
 The proposed mural would likely be silkscreen printed on to a vinyl graphic
wrap, which is a UV and graffiti-resistant material, however this could
change.
Discussion ensued and the Panel noted the following comments in relation to each
of the questions asked in the July 25, 2017 staff report:
Question 1: Has the applicant addressed the comments provided by the Panel in
April?
 The majority of the previous comments have been addressed, apart from:
o The accessible parking stalls still appear to be sharing space in
between spots and should be re-addressed as this is not permitted in
the City;
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o Steps are still indicated down to the garbage area which may not be
reasonable for elderly tenants;
 The renderings of the surrounding area in drawings 8.7 to 8.10 are
deceptive and require clarification – for example, the rendering in 8.7
shows continuous grass, which is not accurate;
 With the wide-angle lens perspective that is used in the drawings, it is
difficult to see the context of the building in terms of the other buildings,
especially from the pedestrian perspective; and,
 A straight elevation with heights of neighbouring buildings would give
further context;
Question 2: Does the project conform to the Development Permit Area
Guidelines?
 The DPA Guidelines have been generally satisfied, although they do ask for
articulation in the commercial fronts to differentiate between the units; and,
 The placement of the buildings on the site is the right approach in terms of
achieving access to light and views;
Question 3: The proposed building does not achieve the separations identified in
the Downtown Building and Public Realm Design Guidelines and Master Plan of
88.6 feet (27 metres) between towers. Are the separations proposed sufficient to
satisfy the intent of the guidelines?
 Opening the public plaza area and providing the projection screen satisfies
the Public Realm Design Guidelines; and,
 The separations proposed are within 10 ft. of meeting requirements, and
there does not appear to be overlook between the market and non-market
housing;
Question 4: Does the project conform to the remainder of the Downtown Building
and Public Realm Design Guidelines and Master Plan?
 This project generally achieves what the City would be looking for in terms
of the Public Realm Design Guidelines and Master Plan.
Question 5: From an urban design perspective, does this project capitalize on the
opportunity to create pedestrian connectivity from Carnarvon Street, along the
lane to the future urban park/plaza site on Victoria Street? This includes the
treatment of the lane. Does the design of the plaza space off Carnarvon Street feel
public and accessible? Are there opportunities to further animate the plaza with
activity and/or public art?
 The laneway has been opened up through the use of windows at the back of
the project;
 The relationship between the lane and stepping down into single-level units
is not ideal;
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 The extra foot added in the lane will help in terms of pedestrian connection
through to the park;
 Appreciation was given for the continuation of the landscaping and paving
down Victoria Street towards the Park in providing connectivity;
 The public art projection will be a dynamic addition to the plaza and it will
be beneficial for continuity in the plaza if continually projecting;
 Consider housing the public art projector securely to avoid security issues;
 The seating area for the restaurant will provide excellent flexibility of
space; and,
 Ensure that the seating in plaza will be soft and easy to sit on as seniors will
be using these.
Question 6: Given that the project will conform to the Family Friendly Housing
Policy for the required unit mix, does the project provide suitable on-site
amenities for families?
 It is evident that this will be a family friendly project, especially with the
use of the future park to the north as well;
 The project has provided a reasonable amount of on-site amenities for
families, plus its location in the Downtown adds further access to family
friendly amenities;
 The addition of some moveable parts in the playground would be valuable;
 The large private deck areas will provide a sizable amount of play area for
families, however they could be costly for the tenants to furnish and could
result in bare spaces;
 Consideration of incorporating one or more of the private deck spaces into
amenity space could be worthwhile; and,
 The additional buffering and programming to children’s play areas is
appreciated.
Question 7: To the north of the site, Victoria Street has a width of 33 feet (10.06
metres). Please provide comments on the impact that the podium and parking
entrances will have on the pedestrian realm on Victoria Street and the
presentation of this elevation to the future park to the north across Victoria Street.
 Victoria Street still needs more resolution in terms of the gradation –
consideration for future development to the north should be considered;
and,
 The addition of the mural with vibrant colours will provide interest and will
enliven the façade of the building;
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Question 8: The 800 block of Carnarvon Street is dominated by the New
Westminster SkyTrain station development. The project proposed seeks to soften
the Carnarvon Street streetscape and provide relief from the development on the
south side of the street. Please provide comments on the pedestrian environment
on Carnarvon Street proposed in this project.
 The wider boulevard on Carnarvon St. is an excellent element and will be
very helpful for the proposed shops;
 The provision of the pocket park, the paving patterning, landscaping, and
additional width will be welcome relief to the south side of Carnarvon;
 Appreciation was given for the effort to remove barriers and steps on
Carnarvon Street;
 Lighting will be an important consideration for the Carnarvon streetscape; and,
 Consider additional bench seating in the pedestrian environment.
Further general comments were noted by the Design Panel:
 The project was commended for its dynamic, unique and interesting design;
 The project will be an important element in opening up the pedestrian area
in the Downtown;
 It would be worth investigating whether there will be enough space between
the slats of the building’s overhang for the health of the proposed trees;
 The plant selection is very appropriate given the very dark site, however it
would be beneficial to look at more seasonal variety, especially on the
rooftop;
 The bedrooms on the upper three levels of the non-market housing face into
a corridor, which meets code, but would not be very pleasant for the future
occupant;
 The restaurant does not appear to have access to the back-of-house areas,
including loading and/or garbage;
 The white wraparound boxes that are visible in the podium renderings are
lost in the elevation drawings – this should be addressed as it is an
attractive design element;
 Further clarification on how the spans at the top of building will be
achieved, with or without supports, would be helpful;
 Appreciation was given for the green wall at the east elevation as it is a
great strategy in terms of improving separations and the user experience
between the towers and smaller buildings;
 On Level 4, the berm works well and will likely provide sufficient growth
material for the planting;
 On Level 7 the planned Bing cherry trees may be worth re-evaluating in
terms of fruit dropping down below;
 On Level 29, the dining table and mutual seating will likely get substantial
use, however it is questionable how much use the hot tub will get; and,
 On Level 29, there is full sun exposure, so it would be worthwhile reconsidering the plant selection.
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Design Panel support the application and support the tower separation
as proposed.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
4.2

1050 Boyd Street
DPQ00125
Jim Hurst, Development Planner, summarized the report dated July 25, 2017,
regarding a Development Permit Application to construct a new Toyota car
dealership building at 1050 Boyd Street. Mr. Hurst further discussed the access
routes, the floodplain requirements for this project, and the considerations that the
City requested the Design Panel to evaluate.
David O’Sheehan, Abbarch Architecture provided a presentation summarizing
details of the street-facing activities, site plans, elevations, planned materials,
signage plans, perspectives, and aerial views of the proposed building, as outlined
in Appendix B in the agenda package. Mary Chan-Yip, PMG Landscape
Architects, summarized the landscaping, which will be designed in masses around
the site, and discussed the species, including the advantages of planting for
pollination and aesthetics.
Mr. Hurst also discussed the City’s general ideas for the plaza area, which may
include an opportunity for public art, a pathway, benches, a bike stand, and a
possible seating area. He welcomed ideas for this area from the Design Panel.
In response to questions from the Panel, Mr. O’Sheehan and Ms. Chan-Yip
provided the following information:
 An open space for employees of the dealership would potentially be located
in the open area at southwest of site or in the green space provided by the
lifting of the Riparian Areas Regulations (RAR);
 Heat island effect on the roof will be addressed through the roof surface,
which will have good reflectivity and will therefore keep heat down;
 Solar heat gain in the showrooms will be addressed through the use of low
E glazing which meets ASHRAE compliance and a blind system on the
inside;
 The roof will be used for car storage only, with no public access, and kept
secure with a roller gate on the ramp;
 When on the highway, motorists will be looking down or across the roof;
 Picea Omorika is an evergreen conifer being used because it doesn’t drop
needles and provides year-round green;
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Discussion ensued, and the Panel noted the following comments:
 Understanding was noted for the necessity of complying to corporate
branding in the design of the project;
 The design guidelines have not been addressed in the following ways:
o There is a blank wall at Howes Street, which is highly visible when
exiting the highway, and which does not present a pedestrian
friendly edge;
o There are a lack of building openings on the northeast aspect; and,
o There is very little variation along the southeast façade;
 The design guidelines have been addressed in the following ways:
o The building entry is clearly expressed;
o Both frontages have been addressed;
o The showroom provides an effective sense of arrival;
o The landscaping proposed (ornamental grasses and variation of
colour) addresses the guidelines;
 The former RAR area may be addressed via one or more of the following:
o An opportunity for public art to provide a sense of arrival;
o A large enough space to provide a seating area and/or a rest area for
employees; and,
o A rain garden;
 An employee retreat area is needed on the property, but it may be best not
to locate it near the entry ramp, given the traffic and parked cars;
 The roof could be a high visibility area and a decision should be made on
whether to show the cars entirely or not at all, and thus how high the
screening on the roof should be before dropping down to the glazing;
 External shading could be an option for reducing solar heat gain inside the
building;
 Comments on landscaping included:
o Consider using clumping grasses for better weeding and colour
variation;
o Evaluate grass selections in terms of hardiness to winter conditions;
o Picea Omorika is a good tree choice for this application, however
some other evergreen selections may also provide added variety;
o A maintenance strategy for the planting should be considered
carefully; and,
o The concrete lock block walls will likely be hidden by planting.
David O’Sheehan thanked the Design Panel for their comments and indicated that
they would address them in the following ways:
 Evaluate the south-east façade to introduce more glazing;
 Explore a new solution for the Howes Street wall;
 Explore the idea of a study from the highway to clarify what can be viewed;
 Consider the RAR alongside the City, given that it is a new aspect of the
project
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MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Project return to Design Panel for further consideration.
CARRIED.
All members of the Panel present voted in favour of the motion.
5.0

NEW BUSINESS
There were no items.

6.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
There were no items.

7.0

CORRESPONDENCE
There were no items.

8.0

NEXT MEETING

8.1

The next meeting of the New Westminster Design Panel will take place on
Tuesday August 22nd, 2017, in Council Chambers.

9.0

ADJOURNMENT
ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 5:29 p.m.

Certified Correct,

_________________________
Meredith Mitchell
Vice-Chair
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the New Westminster
Design Panel

Date: July 25, 2017

From:

Jim Hurst,
Development Planner

File:

Subject:

1050 Boyd Street: Development Permit application to construct a new
building for Westminster Toyota.

DPQ00125

THAT this report be received for information.

1. PURPOSE
This applicant has applied for a Development Permit to allow construction of a new car
dealership on the property. The purpose of this report is to provide information to the
New Westminster Design Panel for their consideration of this application.
2. POLICY AND REGULATIONS
2.1 Official Community Plan Land Use Designation:
The site is designated (LI) – Light Industrial in the Official Community Plan. The Plan
describes this designation as:
(LI) Light Industrial – This area will include light industrial uses.
2.2 Official Community Plan Development Permit Area Designation:
The site is designated as part of Industrial and Mixed Employment Development Permit
Area #2 Queensborough Light Industrial and Mixed Employment. The purpose of
this Development Permit Area is:
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The Queensborough Light Industrial and Mixed Employment industrial areas,
identified as Development Permit Area #2 [see Map C], are designated in order to
provide areas of light and “ultralight” industrial and commercial land use as a
transition between heavier industrial areas and residential areas.
This site is also designated as part of Natural Hazards Development Permit Area # 1 –
Flood Hazard. The purpose of this Development Permit area is to provide:
Guidelines for this development permit area are intended to minimize the potential
for loss of life and property damage in the event of flooding of the Fraser River,
while allowing for the continued use of industrial lands to provide employment
and the continued renewal and development of an historic New Westminster
neighbourhood.
The Development Permit Area does not set standards for commercial uses. The sale and
repair of new and used vehicles is a commercial use. The applicants have chosen to raise
the building to satisfy the minimum geodetic elevation identified in the Development
Permit Area for other buildings in Queensborough.
2.3 Zoning Bylaw:
The site is zoned Light Industrial Districts (M-1). The sale and repair of new and used
automobiles is an allowed use in the zone. The proposed development conforms to the
land use and density permitted in the Light Industrial Districts (M-1) zone.
3.0 BACKGROUND
3.1 Site Characteristics and Context:
The site is currently surrounded on all sides by road, with no adjacent neighbours. To the
north is the Queensborough Landing Shopping Centre. To the east are some light
industrial uses. To the south is the Queensborough residential area.
3.2 Project Description:
The applicant proposes to construct a new building for a Toyota dealership with 37,519.5
square feet (3,485.7 square metres) of total floor space. The building is two levels with
sales on the ground floor and additional office and employee areas on the second level.
The building is designed to provide 88 screened vehicle parking spaces on the roof. The
roof is accessed by a ramp at the east end of the building.
Project Statistics:
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Site Area:
Zoning:
Proposed Floor Space
Ratio:
Proposed Site coverage:
Proposed Height:

97,198 square feet (9,030 square metres)
Light Industrial Districts (M-1)
0.39
31.9 %
29.5 feet (9.0 meters)

4.0 DISCUSSION
4.1 Access, Site Design and Streetscape
The site has a number of restrictions that limit access to the site. The south edge of the
site is the on ramp to the highway so no site access is possible. The east edge of the site is
Howes Street. Access in this area is controlled by the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure who will not approve any site access in this corridor. The north edge of the
site on Boyd Street has a right turn lane and a bicycle lane adjacent to the site which
forces site access to a location on Boyd Street at the furthest western point of the site.
The applicant has requested that left turns be permitted from Boyd Street. This can be
considered within the current road dedication. The site plan shows an extension of the
multi-use pathway along the Howes Street frontage. The established multi-purpose
pathway continues on the north side of Boyd Street, so no formal sidewalk or pathway is
identified for the Boyd Street frontage
A link between the bus stop on the highway on ramp, the multi-use pathway on Howes
Street and a stairway up to the Toyota site are part of the plan..
Staff will review the provision of street trees and the location of the curb line and multi –
purpose pathway during detailed design review.
4.2 Urban Design and Flood Plain Considerations
The proposal is a car dealership which is seeking to have as much visibility to the site as
possible. The grades on the site are being raised so that the building is above the flood
plain elevation. This gives the building a prominence while satisfying flood plain
regulations. The raising of the building does give the site a separation from the adjacent
streets. During design review staff will look at the opportunities to further link the site
and the street.
At the Howes Street and Boyd Street corner of the site, the design is based on a riparian
assessment of the area. During preloading of the Toyota site it was identified that the
Doc#1052176
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Project Plans - Refer to
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Development
Permit Area
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#2 Queensborough Light Industrial and
Mixed Employment
The Queensborough Light Industrial and Mixed Employment industrial areas, identified
as Development Permit Area #2 [see Map C], are designated in order to provide areas of
light and “ultralight” industrial and commercial land use as a transition between heavier
industrial areas and residential areas.
Mixed Employment areas will include light industrial, office and other related
employment uses. The only residential development permitted is that which is ancillary
to businesses (i.e. caretaker suites) on these properties. Retail is not permitted unless it is
ancillary to another permitted use. Light Industrial areas will include light industrial uses.
This Development Permit Area encourages best practices for promoting water and energy
conservation and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. It also establishes guidelines for the
form and character of industrial and commercial development.
DESIGN GUIDELINES
ARRIVAL POINTS
Howes Street between Highway 91A and Westminster Highway/Boyd Street is the main
arrival point to the business area of Queensborough. Properties within this development
permit area that have at least one property line along Howes Street must comply with the
guidelines in this section, in addition to complying with the other guideline sections of
this Development Permit Area.
Building siting and massing must help to create a sense of arrival and a more pedestrian
scale environment on Howes Street. Buildings must give the impression of “fronting”
onto Howes Street although vehicle and pedestrian access may actually be taken from an
alternative street. Consider the following:
• Locate buildings toward the Howes Street property line with off-street surface
parking behind the buildings (i.e. on the side of the building facing away from
Howes Street).
• Locate and design buildings to address both frontages at the corner of the
intersection of Howes Street and Westminster Highway/Boyd Street.
• Use a building-height to right-of-way width proportion that reinforces a
pedestrian scale streetscape.
• Create a cohesive streetscape by using a similar alignment of windowsills,
building and roof lines, cornices, floor-to-floor spacing along the street
block.
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Design facades and windows to contribute to an interesting, pedestrian friendly
environment. Street level windows that provide visual penetration into the building must
be integrated into facades fronting onto Howes Street.

Consider the following:
• Use architectural elements (e.g. fenestration, vertical and/or horizontal design
elements, secondary roof elements) and/or material or colour change to enliven the
façade.
• Ensure blank walls do not occupy over 50% of the frontage onto Howes Street,
and a section of blank wall does not exceed six linear metres (20 linear feet)
without being interrupted by a window or entry (if applicable).
• Design windows to encompass a minimum of 40% and a maximum of 80% of
the building front linear frontage.
• Use windows which are of clear glass (e.g. not tinted, reflective or opaque).
• Use windows which are rectangular or square in proportion, except for accent
windows which may have a unique shape.
• Locate showrooms or other active uses (e.g. manufacturing activities) where they
will provide visual interest for passing pedestrians.
Buildings must have a “signature” character. Consider integrating feature architectural
elements or other signature elements.
Each development must provide within their property along Howes Street a publicly
accessible sidewalk or multiuse pathway separated from the street by a landscaped
boulevard with street trees.
CHARACTER
All buildings and developments must be designed to have a high quality, cohesive
appearance that enhances the overall character of Queensborough.
Consider the following:
• Use an architectural approach (i.e. massing, facade treatment, detailing, materials
and colour choice) which is harmonious with the riverfront community context.
• Design all principal and accessory buildings within a development and/or all
elements of an individual building, to the same architectural style.
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Provide public art to help enrich outdoor spaces and create pedestrian scale landmarks.
Use art that highlights Queensborough’s sense of place and is unique to each
location.
SITING
The layout of industrial operations, including truck access and egress and open loading
areas must be designed to mitigate industrial emissions and noise impacts on adjacent
residential land uses. Consider the following:
• Site buildings to facilitate the location of loud industrial activities (e.g. loading
and unloading) away from residential areas.
• Ensure outdoor storage containers and/or goods stored in the open are visually
unobtrusive.
• Provide landscape buffers at the site edge adjacent to residential land uses.
Protect landscape buffers from industrial operations with a fence.
Building siting must respect the existing neighbourhood and site context.
Consider the following:
• Site buildings to retain and enhance heritage assets by incorporating them into
the development of the site, wherever possible, including buildings, engineering
works and/or cultural landscapes, as well as significant landscape features (e.g.
mature vegetation and trees, distinctive landforms).
• Design new buildings in proximity to heritage assets to be compatible with their
historical context without literally imitating older building styles. In these cases,
new buildings should provide an original interpretation of the traditional building
style (i.e. draw inspiration from fundamental design characteristics) while
continuing to reinforce traditional development patterns and rhythms.
• Minimize the impact of noise and exhaust to pedestrians and neighbours. Locate
service areas and mechanical equipment (e.g. utilities, HVAC, meters) at the rear
of buildings and away from neighbouring residential uses. Minimize visibility of
service areas and mechanical equipment from streets, open spaces and neighbours
(e.g. screen, reduce service and garage opening size, use shared service areas).
HERITAGE
Each development must follow the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada for all physical work to heritage assets.
Reuse historic industrial and agricultural artefacts on redevelopment sites (e.g. as public
art).
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ROOFS
Rooftops must appear clean and attractive and in keeping with the architectural style of
the building. Consider the following:
• Locate and screen mechanical and service equipment such that it appears as an
integral part of the building when viewed from any angle.
• Finish the surface of roofs with a material that is attractive and easy to maintain
to a high level of neatness.
• Design roofs to reduce the urban heat island effect.

FACADES
The facades of all building walls that face public or internal streets, drive aisles,
pedestrian pathways, parks or open space must provide visual interest. Use architectural
elements (e.g. fenestration, vertical and/or horizontal design elements, secondary roof
elements) and/or material or colour change.
ENTRANCES
Primary pedestrian entrances into buildings must be integrated into the design of the
building, yet be clearly expressed. Consider the following:
• Articulate massing to identify building entrances (e.g. tall voids, central mass,
recessed entry).
• Frame with a secondary roof element (e.g. porch) to identify building entrances
and protect from weather.
WINDOWS
Use strategies to facilitate passive heating in cooler months and reduce unwanted heat
gain in summer months. Consider the following:
• Ensure a solar heat gain coefficient of 50% or better for south facing windows to
maximize solar gain during winter.
• Use exterior shading devices (e.g. awnings, canopies, overhangs, light shelves,
louvers) which provide shade from the high summer sun, but provide solar access
to the low winter sun. Use these devices particularly on south facing
windows.
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MATERIALS & COLOURS
All principal and accessory buildings within a development must use a cohesive palette
of materials and colours that is consistently applied and contributes to the overall quality
of the community. Consider the following:
• Use an industrial palette of wood, concrete, metal or brick and muted paint
colour tones (e.g. Benjamin Moore’s Historical Vancouver True Colours).
• Consistently apply materials to all sides of a building (i.e. do not emphasize the
principal facade with lesser treatment on the other facades).
• Change building materials and/or colours at interior or “reverse” corners of a
building, not at exterior corners or at changes in a facade plane.
• Use details (e.g. reveals in concrete buildings) and accent colours to highlight
architectural elements (e.g. building entry) and provide visual interest. Use an
accent colour which is harmonious with the main colours of the materials and
colours palette.
• Use matte finishes or finishes with a low level of reflectivity. Reflective
materials (e.g. mirrored glass, polished stone) should be avoided.
Each development must use building and hardscape materials that are durable and
appropriate to their use, the local climate, and the urban environment.
OPEN SPACE
Each development must provide outdoor space for use by employees. Design to be of a
usable size and configuration. Consider the following:
• Hard and soft landscaped areas such as courtyards, patios, lawns and/or
naturalized open space.
• Seating options such as benches, moveable chairs and/or tables. Provide seating
options suited to different weather conditions such as areas that capture the sun,
are shaded (e.g. by building canopies or trees) and/or are sheltered from wind and
rain.
Each development must provide pedestrian circulation that connects between work areas
and employee open space.
TREES & PLANTING
Each development must use the BC Society of Landscape Architects’ and BC Landscape
and Nursery Association’s “BC Landscape Standard Guidelines (Latest Edition)” in
specifying, selection, site preparation, installation and maintenance of all trees and other
plant materials.
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Each development must integrate trees, including shade trees Consider the following:
• Retain existing mature trees wherever possible. Where tree removal is
unavoidable, replace with a number, species and size of trees that creates equal
value.
• Plant new trees in all employee parking and open space areas.
• Locate deciduous trees on the south and west side of buildings to provide shade
and minimize unwanted heat gain during summer and provide solar access and
passive solar gain during winter.
Tree species and other plant materials must be of high quality, suited to their
purpose and contribute to the overall quality of the community. Consider the
following:
• Choose species that are successful in the urban environment, easy to maintain,
are non-invasive and suited to Queensborough’s high water table. Selected tree
species should also have less aggressive rooting habits.
• Use broadleaf deciduous tree species, wherever possible, for all shade trees
including trees in parking areas. Select species that have a minimum mature height
of 15 meters (49 feet).
Plant all trees so that they will successfully become established and develop a full canopy
over time. Consider the following:
• In parking areas, plant shade trees at an approximate ratio of one tree for every
five spaces. Plant trees in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) wide continuous trench
and protect trees with bollards or tree guards.
Develop and/or enhance areas of understorey vegetation using diverse, multistorey
planting which will support habitat for smaller wildlife, songbirds and important
pollinators such as bees, butterflies and dragonflies
SAFETY
Each development must provide a Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) report outlining the use of CPTED strategies in the design of developments and
buildings, including open space.
TRAILS & GREENWAYS
All waterfront properties must provide public access to the river. Consider the following:
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• Provide public features at key points, such as waterfront lookout points, rest
spots and entry gateway elements.
• Design all elements of the Perimeter Trail to have a high quality, cohesive
appearance that harmonizes with the riverfront community context.
• Use a cohesive palette of durable, high quality materials which are appropriate to
the use and the local climate. Maximize the use of environmentally responsible
materials.
Each development adjacent to any trail or greenway, as identified on the Parks, Trails and
Greenway Streets Map, must set buildings and other structures well back from the
walkway. Ensure the separation between private and public space is visually and
physically well-defined (e.g. planting, low fences, hedges). Ensure there are no barriers to
public access to the walkway.
SIGNS
Signs must be designed to be consistent with the architectural style, scale and materials of
the development and/or building and its surrounding context. Consider the following:
• Integrate signs into the detailing of the building (i.e. not applied as an
afterthought) but subordinate to the overall building composition.
• Make signs visible from the street without being visually obtrusive. Design the
size, location and information to be oriented to pedestrians.
• Use indirect lighting from fixtures that are integrated into the overall design and
character of the development and/or building.
LIGHTING
All public and semi-private walkways, gangways and parking areas must be equipped
with lighting. Consider the following:
• Use unobtrusive fixtures which are consistent with the architectural style of the
development.
• Use shielded down lighting that provides for security, ambient lighting and
enhances architectural and landscape details but minimizes light pollution.
Lighting should be shielded so as not to affect navigation.
• Minimize energy used in exterior lighting by using energy efficient lighting (e.g.
LED, solar-powered) and timer, motion or photo-activated lighting for all exterior
areas, including walkways and driveways and for security lighting.
PARKING & ACCESS
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All parking associated with a development must be located and designed to reinforce a
pedestrian oriented neighbourhood character and scale. Consider the following:
• Visibly and physically separate pedestrian walkways between work areas and
employee parking areas (e.g. distinguish through grade separation, bollards, trees
in tree guards, distinct paving).
• Minimize the number of times driveways and/or internal streets cross sidewalks.
New development must not result in an increase in the number of rail line crossings
which would result in an increase in train whistles. Remove or consolidate existing
driveways, wherever possible, to reduce the need for trains to whistle.
Provide wiring within parking areas for plug-in electric vehicles to meet Electric Vehicle
Ready requirements (i.e. Level 1 wiring for low-rise residential buildings, and Level 2
wiring for mid-rise residential buildings).
ACCESSIBILITY
Endeavour to make all walkways, building entrances and amenities of a site accessible by
people of varying ability. Consider the following:
• Build sidewalks and walkways a minimum 1.8 metres (5.9 feet) wide with nonskid, uniform walking surfaces.
• Locate site furnishings (e.g. lighting, bollards, signage, guardrails, seating)
where they will not impede easy passage for those using a mobility device (e.g.
wheelchair, scooter) or people who are visually impaired.
• Locate parking for those with ability challenges close to building entrances.
• Use light fixtures that emit white light (i.e. not orange light) in all outdoor areas. White
light facilitates better visibility.
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Attachment 4
Letter from Applicant
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Attachment 5
Email Comments from Design
Panel
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NWDP Comment Submissions
1050 Boyd Street - DPQ00125
Maranatha:


Wednesday, September 13, 2017 9:57:48 AM

I have reviewed the two pdf files provided for 1050 Boyd St., in advance of the upcoming September
NWDP meeting. Here are my comments:
The applicant has indicated intent to address the comments provided by the Design Panel at the July
25th 2017 meeting, in a letter submitted to the panel. While good intent to address the issues is stated
in the letter, neither revised building elevations, renderings or landscape plan have been provided,
therefore it is not possible to assess whether the panels previous comments have been sufficiently
addressed. The applicant should provide this revised material for the panel's review.

Rod Maas:


Thursday, August 24, 2017 9:53 AM

I have reviewed the package. I was not at this particular design panel so it is somewhat difficult to
comment without the context of the meeting or presentation by the applicant. In my review the
applicant has issued a letter stating they have made changes based on the design panels comments
but I don’t see any elevations or sections demonstrating what the changes are. It would be helpful
to have plans, sections and elevations clouding the changes or indicating the changes in some other
way. I am not sure how to move this forward without that information.


Thursday, August 24, 2017 11:26 AM

I have re-looked at the Part 1 PDF you sent. The drawing package from
ABBARCH stops at the roof plan. No sections, elevations or perspectives are included.
I don’t believe this was the intention as it would be hard to review work that we cannot see

Meredith Mitchell:


Tuesday, September 5, 2017 12:14 PM

I have reviewed the drawings for the Abbarch Toyota Dealership (the only project in the package) and
have the following comments:
1. Generally landscape was acceptable; same comment as prior meeting, ensure maintenance is able to
maintain ornamental grass plantings in clean and tidy manner to keep shape on plan.
2. Panel had requested additional work on the Howes street side and in the letter provided by Abbarch
they said they added glazing and metal plates as well as a mural. There is no elevation or information on
the plans to show how they have done this. Please provide an elevation on the howes street side to show
how it has changed.
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the New Westminster
Design Panel

Date: September 26, 2017

From

Rupinder Basi
Senior Planner

File:

Subject:

408-412 East Columbia Street: Rezoning and Development Permit
Application

REZ00137
DPS00047

RECOMMENDATION
THAT this report be received for information.

PURPOSE
Applications have been received for a Rezoning and Development Permit to facilitate the
development of a six-storey, mixed use development consisting of 60 secured market
rental housing units, 653.76 sq.m. (7,037 sq.ft.) of retail space at grade and 1,131.7 sq.m.
(12,181 sq.ft.) of office space on the second storey. The total gross building floor space
of the project is 6,438.14 sq.m. (69,299.52 sq.ft.).
The purpose of this report is to provide information to the New Westminster Design
Panel on this development application.

PROPOSAL
The proposal consists of a 60 secured market residential units, 674.5 sq.m. (7,260 sq.ft.)
of retail space at grade and 1,131.7 sq.m. (12,181 sq.ft.) of office space on the second
storey. The density and height proposed exceeds that outlined in the existing Community
Commercial Districts (Medium Rise) (C-2A), and thus a rezoning is required.
Underground parking would be provided with vehicle access off of the lane at the rear of
the site. The applicant is proposing a total of 60 units within the development and all
units would be long-term secured market rental. All residential units would have private
Doc. 1022172
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patio spaces. There would be a common outdoor area for the use of all residents on the
roof top.
The project entails four at-grade commercial units ranging from 153.3 sq.m. (1,650 sq.ft.)
to 190.5 sq.m. (2,050 sq.ft.). The commercial uses that will be permitted within the
proposed CD zoning will be based on the commercial uses permitted within the C-2A
zone as well as those which will help support important economic initiatives within the
Sapperton neighbourhood such as the IDEA centre and the Royal Columbian Hospital
expansion.
The project would also contribute to this portion of East Columbia Street which is
identified as a “Great Street” in the Master Transportation Plan. The project proposes a
1.0 metre (3.28 feet) building line setback along the property frontage which would
provide additional public realm space in front of the commercial units. Within the rear
lane, the applicant is proposing to provide a 1.0 metre right-of-way in favour to the City
to accommodate the widening of the rear lane. The Applicant Submission Package is
attached as Appendix “A”.
Key aspects of the proposed development include:


60 secured-market rental units, to secured through a housing agreement.



At-grade retail along the East Columbia Street frontage;



A statutory right-of-way along the entire building frontage on East Columbia
Street will allow additional space to enhance the public realm as well as to allow
for commercial uses at grade to “spill” out onto the street.



Streetcape improvements (street trees, sidewalk improvements, boulevard
planting) along East Columbia Street in order to fulfill the Master Transportation
Plan objectives of turning East Columbia into a “great street”.



The second storey is proposed as office space, in support of the City’s IDEA
Centre and promoting office in close proximity to the Royal Columbian Hospital;



428.74 square metres (4,615 square feet) of outdoor amenity space is proposed on
the roof of the proposed building for the use of residents, as well as individual
balconies for each of the 60 units.

Proposal Data
As outlined in the Project Drawings (see Attachment A), the proposed development
would have a total site coverage of 73%. Building statistics are outlined in Table 1
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below. The proposed CD zone would allow for a gross floor area of 6,438.14 sq.m.
(69,299.52 sq.ft.). The resulting proposed floor space ratio is 4.54.
Permitted/Required Under
C-2A
Existing Site Area (gross)

1,417.1 sq.m.
(15,254 sq.ft.)
41.14 m.
(134.96 ft.)
34.45 m. (113.03 ft.)
4.54 FSR

Site Frontage
Lot Depth
Floor Space Ratio
Floor Area (gross)
Site Coverage
Building Height

Residential Units
Unit Mix

Off-Street Parking and
Off-Street Loading

Proposed

73%
12.19 m. (40 ft.)
25 m. (82 ft.),
measured to top of
rooftop stairwell
28 units
60 units
1 BDR: 44 (73%)
Family Friendly Housing
2 BDR: 12 (20%)
Requirements (Rental)
- minimum of 25% two- 3 BDR: 4 (7%)
bedroom and three
Total: 60 Units
bedroom dwelling
units
- 5% of the total
dwelling units shall
have three bedrooms
or more
47 spaces for
60 spaces for residential
6 spaces for visitor
residential
34 spaces for office
13 spaces for visitor
and commercial
13 spaces for commercial
2 loading spaces
38 spaces for office
1 loading space
* visitor and
commercial spaces to
5 accessible parking spaces
be shared

Sub-Total: 114 spaces

6 accessible parking
spaces included in total.

2 car shares = net bylaw

2 car share spaces
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Bicycle Parking

-4reduction of 8 stalls

included in total.

Total Required = 106 spaces
Small Car Spaces
Maximum = 30%
Long-Term = 78 spaces
Short-Term = 6 spaces

Total: 98 spaces
Small Car Spaces
Proposed = 43%
Long-Term = 78 spaces
Short-Term = 6 spaces

Amenity Areas
The proposal includes (428.7 sq.ft.) 4,615 sq.ft. of outdoor amenity space on the rooftop
which amounts to 10% of the total residential gross floor area. The rooftop amenity
space would alos include a dog relief area. This is the only amenity space provided for
residents and no indoor amenity space is proposed for the development. Each residential
unit would also have a private outdoor balcony.
Adaptable Units
The project provides 12 adaptable one bedroom units and 12 adaptable two and three
bedroom units which meet the requirements of the Zoning Bylaw (minimum 40% of units
have to be adaptable).
CONTEXT
Site Characteristics and Context
The site consists of three rectangular shaped parcels with frontages along on East
Columbia Street. The lots are currently vacant. The subject site is located across the
street from Knox Plaza, and half a block north from the Royal Columbian Hospital.
Directly to the north of the subject site is a two storey mixed use building with retail at
grade and residential above. To the south is a two storey single detached building that has
had the front modified to a commercial style frontage and includes residential units.
IDEA Centre
The project supports the City’s Economic Health Care Cluster initiative (known as IDEA
Centre) to build on and support the existing and new investment in the Royal Columbian
Hospital by providing rental units within close proximity to the hospital and transit,
additional office space to support IDEA Centre, as well as more commercial amenities
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along East Columbia Street through the provision of at-grade retail on a previously
vacant site.
Proximity to Transit Service
Transit Facility

Distance

SkyTrain

400 metres (1,312 feet) - Sapperton SkyTrain Station

Transit Stop

11 metres (36 feet) – nearest Bus Stop (East Columbia
Street and Sherbrooke Street)

The site is within a 5-10 minute walking distance of both SkyTrain and bus service.
POLICY CONTEXT
Proposed Official Community Plan (OCP2041) Land Use Designation
Council granted third reading of the new proposed Official Community Plan (OCP2041)
with consideration of final adoption to occur on October 2, 2017. Should the OCP2041
be adopted on October 2, 2017, the land use designation on the property would be MixedUse Low Rise. This designation would encourage low rise commercial or commercial
and residential mixed use buildings which create active and engaging principal streets.
Five and six-storey buildings would be considered in limited circumstances where
Development Permit Area Design Guidelines are met, a compelling case is made and
appropriate amenities are provided.
The new OCP2041 also proposes designating the area surrounding Royal Columbian
Hospital (RCH) as a Special Employment Area, recognizing the significant role that the
hospital plays in contributing to local economic activity and seeking to promote office
development within a five minute walk of the hospital. This site would be included
within the Special Employment Area and the proposal would support the Special
Employment Area through the provision of office space and secured market rental
residential within a close proximity to RCH.
Development Permit Area
The site is located within the East Columbia Street Commercial Corridor, identified as
Development Permit Area 3.2 in the proposed new OCP2041. The proposal meets the
intent of the Development Permit Area of facilitating new commercial and mixed use
development, which active commercial uses oriented towards East Columbia Street. This
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area is designated as a Development Permit Area with the following purposes: This
Development Permit Area outlines objectives and guidelines for:


Establishment of objectives for the form and character of commercial and
mixed use development,



Protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity
(as outlined in the OCP), and



Establishment of objectives to promote energy conservation (as outlined in the
OCP).

A copy of the East Columbia Street Commercial Corridor Development Permit Area
(DPA) guidelines have been included as Appendix “B” to this report.
The applicant has been able to address most of the new DPA guidelines except for items
such as siting, massing and setbacks, weather protection, and ventilation. These noncompliance items are noted in the applicant’s OCP compliance document that has been
included as Appendix “C” to this report. Given that the proposal was initiated prior to
the development of the OCP guidelines with significant design already undertaken, the
applicant has been advised to address as many of the design guidelines considerations as
possible as part of the project design with input from staff and the the New Westminster
Design Panel in regards to creating a development that fits in well with both the
neighbourhood and streetscape context.
Secured Market Rental Housing Policy
The project would provide secured market rental housing and support the City’s objective
of increasing the supply of rental housing and ensuring security of tenure over time. The
applicant will be required to enter into a Housing Agreement with the City as a condition
of the rezoning application.
Family-Friendly Housing Bylaw and Design Guidelines
The project achieves the requirements of the City’s Family-Friendly Housing Bylaw for
two- and three-bedroom units. The project currently does not meet the Family-Friendly
Housing Design Guidelines in regards to unit layout but is proposing an alternative
configuration that they argue has worked well in their other recent projects. This unit
configuration will be discussed in further detail as part of the applicant’s design panel
presentation.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The following section outlines some of the key design considerations of this proposal.
Questions for the NWDP are indicated in bold italics following each sub-section.
Urban Design
The key aspect of urban design for this project is the relationship of the proposed
building to E. Columbia Street. The applicant is proposing to address the E. Columbia
Street frontage by having ground-level commercial uses with a 1.0 metre setback from
the existing property line to allow additional space for outdoor seating, landscaping,
product display while ensuring sufficient space between the building face and the edge of
the sidewalk to accommodate a 2.0 metre sidewalk, street trees, and boulevard planting.
The applicant’s have also stepped back the building after the second level to soften the
scale of the building while providing balconies that will facilitate more eyes on the street.
As noted in the applicant’s design rationale (see Appendix “D”), the proposal entails the
following design elements:
-

The lower 2 floors are expressed in heavy darker materials with higher ceiling heights
and glazing to respond to the street while providing transparency and proximity with a
horizontal metal canopy..

-

The upper residential floors are lighter in colour and stepped back a distance of 1.5
metres (to edge of balconies) / 2.5 metres (building face) from the second level office
and ground-level commercial floors.

-

Cantilevered boxes are proposed in order to create bookends to the overall
composition, and to provide architectural interest from the street, while developing
individuality from inside.

-

A vertical black architectural element demarks the residential and office entrances.

Staff would like to obtain preliminary feedback from the NWDP in regards improving
the relationship of the proposed building to East Columbia Street while at the same
time ensuring a suitable setback for the upper levels of the building (above the second
floor office level)
Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to the overall scale, massing, and
proposed materials of this proposal and how the development can best fit with the size
of the property and the surrounding neighbourhood context.
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Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to how the ground-level commercial and
second level office are defined so that they stand out from the upper levels of the
proposed building.
Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to proposed vertical and horizontal design
elements and how these contribute to the overall design of the building. Staff also seeks
input in regards to how the residential and office entry is defined from the rest of the
building/commercial retail units at grade.
Relationship between Proposed Building and Single-Detached Residential
Neighbourhood (houses on Kelly Street)
The building backs onto a rear lane and a single-detached residential neighbourhood
(Kelly Street). The applicant will be required to provide a one metre statutory right-ofway to increase the width of the rear lane and to setback the building by 3.0 metres (9.84
feet) at level two and 4.5 metres (to building face) at levels 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to the design of the rear elevation of the
building,
Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to the proposed rear setback of the
building (at lower and upper levels),
Staff seeks input from the NWDP in regards to how the design of the building
addresses privacy concerns (given that building will be facing rear yards), and
potential sun and shade impacts as a result of the six storey form.
Streetscape
Staff has determined that the full width of a 3.05 metre (10 foot) building line setback (as
specified in the Zoning Bylaw for East Columbia Street), along with the existing 3.5
metre sidewalk, is not required along East Columbia Street. A reduced building line
setback of 1.0 metres (3.28 feet), would allow the building to be brought forward slightly
at the ground level and stepped back further at the upper residential level, while still
providing a generous public realm space. The applicant would provide a 1.0 metre
statutory right-of-way along East Columbia Street (to allow space for outdoor
commercial seating/product display) and a one metre (3.28 feet) statutory right of way
along the rear lane (to accommodate rear lane widening).
East Columbia Street is identified as a “Great Street” within the Master Transportation
Plan (MTP). As per the MTP, Great Streets “require planning and design that goes
beyond the typical street function of supporting through traffic. Planning and Designing
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3.2 EAST COLUMBIA STREET
HERITAGE +SIGNAGE

3.2.25 HERITAGE
Intent: Heritage elements must be recognized,
preserved and enhanced to strengthen neighbourhood
history and character.
• Each development should follow the Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada for all physical work to heritage assets.
• When possible, reuse historic artifacts on
redevelopment site.
• New materials should be harmonious with the
historic context, and original materials should be

COMMERCIAL
CORRIDORS

maintained where possible.
• New construction should be compatible with

HERITAGE REVITALIZATION AGREEMENT
A project including a heritage asset may be able
to take advantage of conservation tools such as
a Heritage Revitalization Agreement (HRA). This
tool is a site specific agreement that provides
long-term legal protection of a site in exchange
for agreed-upon variations to the Zoning Bylaw.
This could include incentives, such as an increase
in density or reduced parking requirements,
which would make it viable to conserve assets
with heritage merit. The terms of an HRA strive
to balance private with public interests, heritage
conservation with livability and housing choice.

adjacent heritage materials and complement any
existing heritage pattern and scale of the streetscape
by providing an appropriate transition between
differing scales and heights of neighbouring
buildings.
• New construction should respect and enhance the
quality of neighbouring heritage buildings by using
similar building proportions. The first storey will
maintain a similar articulation to the heritage
buildings on either side and upper storeys should
respect the decorative details and articulation of
neighbouring heritage buildings.

• A comprehensive sign plan is required for all new
developments.
• Signs should be designed to be consistent with the
architectural style, scale and materials of the
development and its surrounding context.

• New buildings in proximity to heritage assets should

• Signs should be integrated into the detailing of the

be designed to be compatible with their historical

building, but subordinate to the overall building

context without literally imitating older building
styles. In these cases, new buildings should provide an

composition.
• Signs should be visible from the street without being

original interpretation of the traditional building

visually obtrusive. Signs should be designed so that

style (i.e. draw inspiration from fundamental design

the size, location and information is oriented to

characteristics) while continuing to reinforce
traditional development patterns and rhythms.
•

3.2.26 SIGNAGE
Intent: Provide signage that is clear and visible without
being visually obtrusive.

pedestrians.
• Signs should be appropriately lit and visible at all
times. To achieve this, use of indirect lighting from
fixtures integrated into the design of the building is
encouraged.
• Signs should add to the interest of the building and
respect the historic character of the area, and not
create visual clutter.
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Appendix "C”
Project OCP Compliance Overview
(provided by Applicant)
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John Saliken | Principal
Architect AIBC AAA SAA ARB

A R C HI T E C T U R E I N C

318 Homer St #807 | Vancouver BC V6B 2V2
604 318 1904
| www.suvaarchitecture.com

September 18, 2017
Subject: Premiere, 408-412 East Columbia, New Westminster BC
New Draft OCP June 2017 Compliance
This project has been designed over a period of 2 years, starting in December 2015, before a new OCP started
being developed. Our project has been modified along the way to reflect the goals and recommendations of
each Draft OCP as it was evolving. Below is a summary of key compliance and non-compliance, based on the
latest iteration of the Draft OCP (June 2017).
Compliance - Key Points
• 3.2 Opportunities: Mixed-Use development (retail, office, residential) intent for neighborhood.
• 3.2.1 Siting:
o Commercial uses oriented to Columbia.
o Commercial has no setback from PL (SRW in our case)
o Six storey building accommodated by site geography and location in neighborhood.
o Provide publically accessible open space (our projects provides wide sidewalk at Columbia).
o Demonstrate minimizing of overshadowing on neighboring residential and public open space.
• 3.2.2 Character
o Modern, health-office focused development with active street uses.
o Royal Columbian Area: modern, health-office focused development with active street uses.
• 3.2.3 Massing + Setbacks
o Building visually broken down to lessen visual impact on pedestrian realm.
o Ground floor commercial set back 1.0m from property line to public realm, with adequate
sidewalk width, and space for patios.
o Min 3.0m (9’-10”) setback along laneways for residential units.
o Service areas to be screened.
• 3.2.4 Views + Shadows
o Minimize impact on neighboring existing buildings, single detached houses, and open public
spaces.
o Orient windows and entrances to primary and secondary street frontages to provide overlook.
• 3.2.5 Ventilation
o Building designed to maximise light and natural ventilation for all residential units.
o Ventilation for underground parking, garbage/recycling and restaurants do not vent onto public
sidewalks or adjacent residential units.
• 3.2.6 Building Design - Entrances
o Frequent entrances incorporated to a diverse range of CRU’s, max. 10m (32’-10”).
o Commercial, office and residential entrances clearly visible, articulated by building mass.
o Separate lobbies provided for commercial and residential.
• 3.2.7 Building Design - Facades
o Recess building entrances by min. 0.6m (2’-0”) to provide door swings and weather protection.
o No large blank walls over 5m in length, otherwise broken up by design elements (rear elevation).
• 3.2.8 Building Design - Materials
o Continuous weather protection on building frontages along sidewalks and open space.
o High quality materials used for cladding. Colors muted but fitting with neighborhood. All finishes
have low reflectivity.
• 3.2.9 Building Design – Windows
o Windows maximise connections with public realm and views for residential units.
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Ground floor commercial has min 60% glazing between 0.9m (3’-0”) and 2.5m (8’-2”) above
grade. All glass is clear. Exterior shading devices (canopies) used on south-facing ground floor
commercial.
3.2.10 Building Design – Balconies
o Balconies have connection to primary indoor living spaces, and integrated into mass to provide
weather protection. Railings enhance transparency, and do not obstruct views.
3.2.11 Building Design – Roofs
o Extensive amenity area on roof provided for residents.
o Screening provided for mechanical equipment on roof. Roofing materials with high albedo used
where possible.
3.2.12 Building Design – Weather Protection
o Continuous weather protection along façade with fixed canopies. Storefront height is min.
4.00m.
3.2.13 Building Design – Lighting
o Sufficient exterior and pedestrian lighting provided. Lighting enhances security and ambient
lighting, whilst also minimizing light pollution on neighboring residential units.
3.2.14 Trees + Landscaping
o Landscape integrated as much as possible into development – along street front and on rooftop.
All landscaping designed by BC Landscape Architect, using BC Landscape Standard Guidelines.
o Streetfront sidewalk extended through a Statutory Right of Way, to improve public realm and
provide open space for the public and employees of the development.
o Parking ramp positioned perpendicular to lane.
o Secure gates provided for ramps. Parking for commercial, office and residential separated.
o Designated preferred parking spaces for green vehicles in commercial areas: Modo stalls.
o Provide wiring for electric vehicles to meet Electric Vehicle Ready requirements. (Level 1 wiring
for low-rise residential and small commercial, Level 2 wiring for mid-rise residential and large
commercial buildings). SUVA needs clarification if this applies to any or all uses in this project and
how many stalls should have wiring provided.
3.2.16 Open space + Trails
o Balconies provided for above-grade units
o Rooftop amenity provided at 10% of Residential GFA.
3.2.16 Furniture + Amenities
o Pet amenity provided for residents on roof terrace.
o Amenities designed not to obstruct pedestrian flow.
3.2.17 Accessibility
o Accessible parking stalls close to elevators and building entrance.
o Sidewalks are minimum 1.8m wide with uniform surface.
o Accessible parking located close to circulation cores and entrances.
3.2.18 Pedestrian + Cyclist Access
o Provide min. 1 on-site shower with changing facilities for every 100 regular building occupants,
for commercial buildings.
o Bike parking located in highly visible, well-lit area.
o Bicycle racks provided in front of building.
3.2.19 Access + Parking
o Underground parking provided, reducing pedestrian/vehicular conflicts.
o Underground parking entrance unobtrusive to pedestrian environment.
3.2.20 Privacy
o Residential facades incorporate high amount of transparency at street level.
o Patios for residents are elevated.
3.2.21 Safety + Security
o All residential units provided with directly accessible outdoor space.
o Fencing and screening incorporated into landscaped areas.
o CPTED report provided outlining all design strategies.
o

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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•
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3.2.22 Energy Consumption
o Energy efficient heating, air conditioning and ventilation used where appropriate.
o Solar shading devices used (canopies, balconies) to maximise solar gain in winter, and provide
shading in summer.
o Double glazing provided.
3.2.23 Waste Management
o On-site recycling and waste receptacles provided, in convenient locations.
3.2.24 Noise
o Each application to develop residential dwellings adjacent to transportation activities must
provide a report prepared by persons qualified in acoustics and noise measurement,
demonstrating compliance with CMHC noise standards for habitable areas (i.e. max. 35 decibels
for bedrooms, max. 40 decibels for living dining and recreation rooms, and max. 45 decibels for
kitchen, bathrooms, hallways and utility rooms)
3.2.25 Heritage
o New materials harmonious with historic context.
3.2.26 Wayfinding + Signage
o Comprehensive sign plan to be provided, fitting with the development and architectural style.
o Signs integrated into the building design.
o Signs are well-lit and visible at all times, and oriented to pedestrians.

Non-Compliance - Key Points
• 3.2.1 Siting:
o Street wall incorporated complimenting width of street. Floors above street wall are set back
3.00m. Exterior walls are set back 2.50m, balconies are 1.50m deep, and 0.50m from street wall.
• 3.2.3 Massing + Setbacks
o Upper levels set back at rear, neighboring detached dwellings should step back 3.00m from
building edge above the third storey. Exterior walls above the third floor are stepped back 1.50m
– the full width of the balcony. The majority of third floor exterior walls line up with the second
floor, and balconies have been designed to enhance the building step back above by creating
‘inset balconies’.
• 3.2.12 Building Design – Weather Protection
o Continuous weather protection along façade with fixed canopies. Canopy depth is 1.00m as this
is the distance between the exterior wall and the property line.
• 3.2.2 Ventilation
o Use stack vents and light wells to provide additional light and ventilation to primary and
secondary living spaces. Over 70% of the roof space is utilized by an Amenity Area for residents,
circulation cores, and Mechanical Equipment. This does not allow for enough space to provide
light wells for top floor units.
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John Saliken | Principal
Architect AIBC AAA SAA ARB

A R C HI T E C T U R E I N C

318 Homer St #807 | Vancouver BC V6B 2V2
604 318 1904
| www.suvaarchitecture.com

September 14, 2017

Subject: Premiere, 408 East Columbia
Design Rational

Premiere is a 6 storey mixed-use building at 408 E. Columbia in New Westminster. Its form, scale and massing
are designed to the East Columbia Design Guidelines. Also, the street front, landscaping, and signage design
embraces the Great Street design initiatives.
The overall architecture enhances the breakdown of the building both vertically and horizontally. The lower 2
floors are expressed in heavy darker materials, anchoring the building to the street. The lower 2 floors are
more public in nature and have a direct connection to the street with transparency and proximity. This is
enhanced by the strong horizontal line of a metal canopy. The upper residential floors are lighter in colour and
stepped back to create a distinction of functionality and privacy. Cantilevered boxes create bookends to the
overall composition, and add architectural interest from the street, while developing individuality from inside.
A strong black architectural element clearly demarks the residential and office entrances.
The material palette is high quality with robust finishes. Light stucco panels are highlighted with glass balconies
and metal trim. A non-combustible wood product gives natural highlights offsetting the metal and glass. The
colours are natural and offer strong contrast.
The building is designed to provide a rich and varied urban environment at street level. The ground floor retail
is 15’ F/F, with shorter residential floors above. The small scale retail units along the street are signed and
protected by the canopy stretching end to end. Single use retail units are smaller than 50’ in width, adding
variety and interest to the pedestrian experience. Tenants are encouraged to gently engage the sidewalk with
potted landscaping and small tables with chairs. Interesting paving patterns line the setback between the
public sidewalk and the building.
The office level is expressed with large continuous window walls to enhance the openness and natural light.
The residential units above are more intimate with punched windows and privacy screen parapets on the
balconies. The residential balconies offer great views from the inside and privacy from outside. The views are
focused to the distance, and the vertical oblique view from inside is screened, which prevents overlooking of
neighbors.

John Saliken | ,Principal

Architect AIBC, AAA, SAA, ARB
john@suvaarchitecture.com
direct 604 318 1904
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John Saliken | Principal
Architect AIBC AAA SAA ARB

A R C HI T E C T U R E I N C

318 Homer St #807 | Vancouver BC V6B 2V2
604 318 1904
| www.suvaarchitecture.com

September 14, 2017
Subject: Premiere, 408 East Columbia
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design CPTED

Premiere is a 6 storey mixed-use building at 408 E. Columbia in New Westminster, and is designed using
standard CPTED principals. The proposal provides a safe environment for casual users and full time residents.
Natural Surveillance
Location on the new Great Street provides a busy urban backdrop including increased pedestrian and bicycle
traffic, both along the front and rear lane. An additional 6’ SRW for the front sidewalk and a 3’-3” SRW along
rear lane promotes ease of use. Full transparent glazing lines the store front and there is public parking along
the street and rear lane. Lighting is carefully calibrated for brightness and direction, eliminating blind spots and
excessive glare. Low level landscaping and street furniture enhance site lines. Dark corners and dead ends are
eliminated with well-lit flow through design. A protective canopy lines the building from end to end giving a
safe exterior space for pedestrians all year. These measures create a pleasant and safe building, strengthened
by natural surveillance.
Natural Access Control
The building is well signed and circulation is clear and easy to understand. The front entries are bright and
clearly marked with architectural features and large transparent doors. Access through the building is highly
controlled for public and private uses, with lobbies, gates and security systems. The roof terrace is available
only for residential residents.
Natural Territorial Reinforcement
Street trees and high quality finishes line the public spaces along E. Columbia, and high quality screening and
architectural features line the rear lane creating attractive safe spaces. The tenants along the storefront are
able to gently access the street with potted landscaping, small table and chairs, to express openness,
ownership, and pride of space. High quality architecture signifies a well-used safe environment.

John Saliken | Principal

Architect AIBC, AAA, SAA, ARB
john@suvaarchitecture.com
direct 604 318 1904
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City of New Westminster

REPORT
DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DEPARTMENT
To:

Members of the New Westminster Design
Panel

Date:

September 26, 2017

From:

Jim Hurst,
Development Planner

File:

OCP00020

Subject:

41 and 175 Duncan Street: Official Community Plan Amendment and Rezoning
to allow 170 unit townhouse development.

THAT this report be received for information.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to provide information to the New Westminster Design Panel for
their consideration of this application at 41 and 175 Duncan Street and seek a resolution of
support for the project design.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
1.1 Queensborough Community Plan Land Use Designation:
The majority of the site is designated (RM) Residential – Medium Density in the
Queensborough Community Plan. The Plan describes this designation as:
(RM) Residential – Medium Density – this area will include medium density multifamily residential uses such as rowhouses, townhouses, and low-rises. Depending on the
provision of public amenities, a density bonus may be provided in order to reach the
upper limits of density in this area.
A 23,961square foot (2,226 square metres) section of the site is designated as (ME) Mixed
Employment in the Queensborough Community Plan. The Plan describes this designation as:
(ME) Mixed Employment – this area will include light industrial, office, high tech and
business park uses. The residential uses permitted must be ancillary to the business on
these properties (i.e. caretaker units).
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1.2 Queensborough Community Plan Development Permit Area Designations:
The portion of the site that is designated as (RM) Residential – Medium Density is designated
as part of Residential Development Permit Area #3 East Queensborough. The
Queensborough Community Plan defines this designation as:
The East Queensborough multi-family areas, identified as Development Permit Area #3
are designated in order to create a transition between industrial uses and adjacent
residential neighbourhoods. This area will contain medium density, multi-family
residential uses. This Development Permit Area encourages best practices for promoting
water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas Emissions. It also establishes
guidelines for the form and character of multi-family residential development.
The portion of the site that is designated as (ME) Mixed Employment is designated as part of
Industrial and Mixed Employment Development Permit Area # 2 Queensborough Light
Industrial and Mixed Employment. The Queensborough Community Plan defines this
designation as:
The Queensborough Light Industrial and Mixed Employment industrial areas, identified
as Development Permit Area #2 are designated in order to provide areas of light and
“ultralight” industrial and commercial land use as a transition between heavier industrial
areas and residential areas. Mixed Employment areas will include light industrial, office
and other related employment uses. The only residential development permitted is that
which is ancillary to businesses (i.e. caretaker suites) on these properties. Retail is not
permitted unless it is ancillary to another permitted use. Light Industrial areas will
include light industrial uses. This Development Permit Area encourages best practices for
promoting water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. It also
establishes guidelines for the form and character of industrial and commercial
development.
The site is also designated as part of Natural Hazard Development Permit Area #1 – Flood
Hazard. No change is proposed to this designation.
1.3 Zoning Bylaw:
The site is currently zoned Heavy Industrial Districts (M – 2), Comprehensive Development
Districts (Duncan Street Townhouse) (CD – 42) and Comprehensive Development Districts
(Duncan Street Apartment) (CD – 43). The portion of the site zoned industrial could have a
significant industrial use. The portion of the site currently zoned residential would allow a
project with 48 townhouses and 425 apartment units. The project proposed in this application
would not comply with the current zoning as a large area zoned for apartment units is now
proposed for townhouse units.
2. BACKGROUND
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2.1 Site Context
To the north of the site are the Fraser River and a small piece of property owned by Port Metro
Vancouver. To the east is the first phase of the Port Royal development, with an established
compact lot neighbourhood.
Immediately to the south of the site is a rail line that has a very low rate of use. Beyond the rail
line, across Duncan Street, is a low intensity light industrial area that will transition into a ground
oriented residential area with some commercial services.
To the west is a site owned by Port Metro Vancouver that is zoned Heavy Industrial Districts
(M-2) and used for industrial purposes. A majority of the Port site is occupied by large floorplate
buildings with manufacturing and transportation uses in the buildings. The area of the Port site
adjacent to the subject site was most recently used as an open transshipment area. The area is
currently vacant.
2.2 Project Description:
The applicant proposes to construct 170 townhouse units. The unit breakdown for the project is
shown in the following chart:
Type of Unit

Number

Unit Size

Parking

2 Bedroom

54

2 spaces - tandem

3 Bedroom

12

3 Bedroom

12

4 Bedroom

92

1,248 square feet
(115.9 square metres)
1269 square feet
(117.9 square metres)
1,485 square feet
(137.97 square metres)
1,588 square feet
(147.5 square metres) to
1,894 square feet
(175.96 square metres)

2 spaces - tandem
2 spaces – side by side
2 spaces – side by side

As part of this proposal, the applicant proposes to dedicate to the City of New Westminster a
5,575 square foot (517.9 square metre) site at the intersection of the entrance driveway to the
project and Furness Street for use as a child care. The applicant would construct the shell of a
two storey 2,600 square foot building on the child care site. The child care site is adjacent to the
perimeter trail and the North Arm of the Fraser River.
As part of this application, the site would be remediated and the perimeter dyke would be
upgraded and in one area relocated. The City’s perimeter walkway would be extended and
dedicated to the City. The foreshore area will see a demolition of existing structures and
rehabilitation of the shoreline.
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2.3 Project Statistics:
The project statistics are shown in the following table:
Site Area:
Proposed Zoning:
Floor Space Ratio:
Site coverage:
Height:
Front Yard: Furness Street
Rear Yard: West
Side Yard: Duncan Street
Side Yard: Fraser River –
Dyke Reserve

344,511 square feet (32,017.8 square metres)
7.91 acres (3.2 hectares)
Queensborough Townhouse Districts (RT-3)
0.77
33.0 %
34.5 feet (10.5 meters)
11.5 feet (3.5 metres)
26.9 – 50.0 feet (8.2 – 15.24 metres)
27.9 feet (8.5 metres)
24.5 feet (7.5 metres)

2.4 Previous Applications on This Site
In 2013, Council approved a rezoning application for the site which allowed 48 townhouse units
with a maximum floor space ratio of 0.90 and 425 apartment units with a maximum floor space
ratio of 1.50, while retaining a 23,961 square foot (2,226 square metre) portion of the site under
Heavy Industrial Districts (M-2) zoning.
A portion of the site was retained in the Heavy Industrial zoning for two purposes. The first
purpose was to allow for a future business opportunity which would replace the 25 full time jobs
that were on the site at the time of the rezoning and to provide a partial separation from the Port
Metro property to the west. One of the reasons for consideration of the 2013 application was that
the first phase of the Port Royal development, across Furness Street, had been constructed
without a buffer to the west as the community plan anticipated a change in land use on the
subject site to residential, so no buffer was required at the time of development.
The development at 41 and 175 Duncan Street would be constructed knowing that the land use to
the west would stay industrial and therefore provide its own buffer to the industrial use.
2.5 Variances Proposed in This Application
The applicant proposes to vary the Zoning Bylaw to allow tandem parking and to allow
reduction in some of the separations between buildings on the same site.
The City’s Zoning Bylaw does not allow tandem parking, as it requires direct access to a parking
space from the maneuvering aisle. The project requires 250 parking spaces for residents and 32
parking spaces for visitors. The project provides 32 parking spaces for visitors. The project
provides 274 parking spaces for residents that satisfy the Zoning Bylaw and 66 tandem spaces
that do not satisfy the requirements of the Zoning Bylaw. The project will require a variance to
provide the tandem parking spaces.
Doc#1095594
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The project has 35 townhouse buildings and a daycare building. The Zoning bylaw looks at
building separations in three ways which are classified by types of walls:




Side wall to side wall separations separate building masses and increase with the
number of units in the buildings. The function of this requirement is to separate
building masses and in some cases to provide access through or into the site.
Garage Wall to garage wall or garage wall to side wall is to provide vehicular and
pedestrian access and privacy between units.
Front Wall to front wall is to provide private or public open space and privacy
between units.

A garage wall that faces a front wall is a condition that does not occur frequently and needs to be
evaluated on a case by case basis.
The Queensborough Townhouse Districts (RT-3) and the Queensborough Townhouse Districts
(RT – 3A) zones set the standard for townhouse developments in the Queensborough
neighbourhood. The zones anticipate a site elevation that is below the floodplain elevation. The
Natural Hazard – Flood Hazard Development Permit Area limits the area and use of floor space
that is constructed at grade, below the flood plain elevation. The ground level of the townhouse
would be allowed to have a maximum of 452 square feet (42 square metres) for parking and
118.4 square feet (11 square metres) for an entry area. No variances are permitted. All of the
living area would be on the two levels above the garage and entry. As the living space is a level
above grade, large decks become an important feature of these units.
The separations between buildings on the same site in the RT-3 and RT-3A zones were
developed anticipating the large decks in the private yards of the units. The bylaw requires a
separation of 50 % of the combined height of the buildings and then modifies this slightly to add
to the separation requirements as the buildings get longer.
Many of the townhouses proposed in this application have a different form as the site will have a
finished elevation at or close to the flood plain elevation and residential floor space will be
allowed at grade, and there are no restrictions on the size of the garage or entry area. The
proposed design does not feature large balconies at the second level. The site plan proposed has a
number of instances where the separations proposed are significantly less than the bylaw would
require.
The applicant has provided reports on the provision of tandem parking, the separations between
buildings on the same site and to show which units are impacted by the flood plain requirements.
These reports are attached to the design submission.
3.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Staff would appreciate comments from the Panel in the following areas:
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1. The project has 170 units. Is there enough variation in the architectural presentation to
ensure that the project is not monotonous?
2. In a number of instances the proposed buildings do not achieve the separations identified
in the RT – 3 zone. Are the separations proposed sufficient to satisfy the intent of the
bylaw?
3. The west end of the site is adjacent to an active industrial area. Are the setback, materials,
orientation of the buildings and landscaping of the site sufficient to provide a meaningful
buffer to the units adjacent to the industrial site?
4. Does the project conform to the Development Permit Area Guidelines?

_____________________
James Hurst
Development Planner
Attachments
1. Location map
2. Project Plans
3. Residential Development Permit Area #3 East Queensborough And Natural Hazard
Development Permit Area #1 Flood Hazard
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Attachment 1
Location Map
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Attachment 2
Project Drawings & Plans
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RIVERWALK

DESIGN RATIONALE
Civic-inspired Riverfront Neighbourhood
Drawing inspiration from the Site’s riverfront location and rich history, the
Master Plan seeks to build upon Port Royal’s strong neighbourhood patterns
of street-fronting homes, tree-lined streets and pedestrian walkways. Located
on the former Mercer Star Shipyards, the 3.6 hectare Riverwalk site serves to
complete the Queensborough vision through extending the public riverfront
westward, linking to both the Port Royal neighbourhood to the east and the
future commercial Queensborough Mixed-Use Node to the south. Featuring
a selection of 170 duplexes and townhomes set within a civic-inspired
riverfront neighbourhood, the Plan is structured into a series of pedestrianscaled blocks, served by a grid-iron pattern of strata lanes and pedestrian
walkways with generous landscaped commons throughout.
Duncan Street + The Spurline Promenade
The main entrance of the neighbourhood is located along the 200m frontage
of the re-envisioned Duncan Street, designed to celebrate the tradition
of rail in Queensborough. Arranged into three pedestrian-scaled blocks,
street-fronting townhomes overlook the street with direct access to the 3m
public pathway (Spurline Promenade) which sits above the existing rail line,
reminiscent of historic streetcar platforms. The orientation of these homes
completes the Duncan Street public realm and provides a more urban face
to the future commercial Queensborough Eastern Neighbourhood Node
envisioned by the City.
Green at the Center + Park-front Living
Linking Duncan Street to the Riverfront is the Green, positioned along the
main east-west strata mews. The Green strata park sits at the center of the
neighbourhood, offering a generous park within the neighbourhood featuring
both active and passive play spaces supported by park-fronting townhomes.

SECTION 1 | Introduction

Furness Street + Neighbouring Port Royal
The entrance on Furness Street provides the design with a secondary access
and looping circulation pattern to reduce traffic impacts on the existing Port
Royal neighbourhood. Street-fronting townhomes along Furness Street serve
to extend the patterns of pedestrian-scaled blocks and tree-lined sidewalks to
the Riverfront Walkway and proposed public Daycare Facility.
Public Riverfront + The Dyke Extension
The Plan’s central amenity is located along the re-imagined Fraser River
waterfront. A limited selection of waterfront duplexes and townhomes are
positioned to sit above the level of the proposed dyke offering panoramic
views over the Fraser River, forested Poplar Island and Downtown to the
north. Anchoring the Plan is the newly dedicated public walkway + dyke
linking with the existing Port Royal Waterfront Walkway. Grounding the public
program on the water are two generous landscaped Commons, providing
areas of gathering on the River. The proposed Dyke with a Management
Area dedicated to the City of New Westminster connects to the existing Dyke
System in Port Royal. Working in conjunction with the Port Authority, the site
also provides the potential to retain and preserve key industrial remnants
of the Mercer Star Shipyards to celebrate the industrial heritage of New
Westminster.
Western Buffer + The Industrial Neighbour
Intended to provide a solid buffer between proposed residential and existing
industrial uses, the Plan’s western edge features a pedestrian and cycle
pathway within a 3m public right-of-way connecting the Riverfront Walk to
the Spurline Promenade along Duncan Street. The transition features the
Yard strata park with a sound attenuation fence and built-up landscape layers
to buffer potential sound and light intrusion into the neighbourhood while
framing the social gathering space and public walkways.
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ARCHITECTURE
Design Approach
In response to the surrounding Queensborough neighbourhood which is
comprised of heritage styled homes and an eclectic mix of industrial and
commercial uses, the proposed character for this neighbourhood draws from
the traditional forms of Victorian architecture, yet embraces the simple forms
found in more traditional shipyard industrial buildings often found along the
banks for the Fraser River. The approach is to create an architectural character
which reflects the greater neighbourhood yet creates a distinct enclave within
this waterfront community.
Neighbourhood Form
Steeply pitched gable roofs are the primary form given to the architecture
and expressed through two and three storey volumes. Complimenting roof
forms, primarily low sloped hipped and shed roofs, are used to further define
entry’s, create porches and provide variation and articulation to roof lines. Each
home has an identifiable entry at grade and building articulation and massing
strengthens the identity of each individual unit. Wrap around porches are
showcased on selected building ends to address the street and adjacent park
spaces. Generous overhangs defining riverfront porches along the water also
activates the dyke trail. These roof forms give a layered edge to the homes and
the lower roof lines give the buildings a quaint pedestrian scale.

Colour + Materials
The clean lines of the architecture are complimented by the restrained use
of detailing such as exposed rafter tails, providing visual interest to select
feature such as entry’s and roof soffits. Feature roofs over porches and
entries incorporate metal roofing referencing the more industrial roots of the
site. Wall cladding materials are a combination of board and batten siding
showcasing the primary building forms and lapped horizontal siding (vinyl)
serving as the background field material. Punched window openings with
a portrait arrangement of mullions compliment the building massing and
allows a generous amount of light into the homes and views outward.
Colour plays an important role in the articulation of the building massing.
Three colour schemes are proposed to define building forms and create
variety throughout the neighbourhood. Colour variation will be employed
throughout the development with feature colours creating variation within the
development and along public streets. A varied, yet muted colour palette is
proposed to ensure cohesion of the colour schemes and a unified identity for
the community.
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PRECEDENT IMAGES - SITE

STREET + RAIL FRONTING
TOWNHOMES

TREE-LINED STREETS +
MEWS

HISTORICALLY INSPIRED
WATERFRONT

PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS

GENEROUS GREENSPACE
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PERSPECTIVE

DUNCAN STREETSCAPE ELEVATION
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PERSPECTIVE

VIEW FROM DUNCAN STREET ENTRANCE
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PERSPECTIVE

FURNESS STREET EXPERIENCE
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PERSPECTIVE

RIVERFRONT STRATA STREET
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PERSPECTIVE

FURNESS STREET EXPERIENCE
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PERSPECTIVE

RIVERFRONT STRATA STREET
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LANDSCAPE
Design Approach
Set within the picturesque Riverine Environment of the Fraser River, Riverwalk’s
landscape draws inspiration from both its natural surroundings, industrial
heritage and residential character of the Port Royal.
Landscape Style
Inspired by the Port Royal neighbourhood to the east, the landscape seeks to
establish a strong public realm in support of the pedestrian-scaled masterplan.
A variety of front yard treatments, including low fences, trellis structures,
small trees, shrubs, and vine plantings, will frame the front porch, welcoming
residents to utilize their yard, and foster interactions between neighbours.
Appropriate landscape treatments along the Plan’s street and river edges will
ensure a seamless integration into the existing neighbourhood, creating a
friendly pedestrian public realm.

Street Trees
Street trees and plantings are generously distributed throughout the site,
including along internal strata mews and laneways. The proposed planting
palette is characterized by a selection of native and non-native drought
resistant plantings, supported by a low-drip irrigation system to establish
and ensure their survival during conditions of drought. These plantings will
create texture throughout the site and provide visual interest as the seasons
change. Tree groupings between buildings will assist with the identification of
pedestrian passages.
Strata + Public Parks
Four generous Strata Parks are distributed throughout the site – the Green,
Yard, Riverfront and Commons - representing approximately 15% of the total
site area. Each Park is envisioned as a flexible community space for gatherings
and play with ample seating and areas for children to play. Park spaces are
linked by a system of tree-lined mews, and public SROW pathways to provide
a network of comfortable walking routes with connection to the existing public
pathways.
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LANDSCAPE PRECEDENT IMAGES

CIVIC INSPIRED PUBLIC WATERFRONT

NATURAL PLAY AREAS

PLANTED GREENWAYS +
LOW FENCES
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DEVELOPMENT DATA SHEET
CITY OF NEW WESTMINSTER, BC
EASTERLY HALF PARCEL "A" (REFERENCE PLAN 6680) LOT 12 BLOCK "A" DISTRICT LOT 757 GROUP 1 PLAN 2620;
LEGAL ADDRESS:
WESTERLY HALF PARCEL "A" (REFERENCE PLAN 6680) LOT 12 BLOCK "A" DISTRICT LOT 757 GROUP 1 PLAN 2620;
LOT 91 DISTRICT LOT 757 GROUP 1 OLAN 49791;
LOT 12 BLOCK "A" DISTRICT LOT 757 GROUP 1 PLAN 2620 EXCEPT: PARCEL "A" (REFERENCE PLAN 6680);
LOT 13 BLOCK "A" DISTRICT LOT 757 GROUP 1 PLAN 2620;
PART LOT 14 BLOCK "A" DISTRICT LOT 757 GROUP 1 PLAN 2620;
PARCEL "C" (REFERENCE PLAN 4619) LOT 35 BLOCK "A" DISTRICT LOT 757 GROUP 1 PLAN 2620 EXCEPT: PARCEL "B" (REFERENCE PLAN 4621); AND
PARCEL "A" (REFERENCE PLAN 4620) BLOCK "A" DISTRICT LOT 757 GROUP 1 PLAN 2620

GENERAL STATISTICS
SITE AREA
Gross
Net

ZONING

(Sq ft)

%

388,577

100

Current

329,375

85

Proposed

SITE COVERAGE
%
(Sq ft)
Premitted
Proposed

110,446

CD-43; CD-42; P-10
CD ZONE

BUILDING HEIGHT

FSR

SETBACKS
Duncan Street

35%

CD-42: 0.9
CD-43: 1.5

CD-42: THREE STOREYS NOR 35FT (10.7M), MEASURED FROM 4.40M GSC DATUM
CD-43: SIX STOREYS NOR 66 FT (20.12M), MEASURED FROM 4.40M GSC DATUM

GROSS 28%
NET: 33%

GROSS:
0.64
NET: 0.77

THREE STOREYS (10.7M MAX)

Dyke Setback

West Side

7.5M

Furness Street
3.65M

8.5M

7.5M

8.2M - 15M

3.65M

UNITS
UNIT TYPE

A

B

C/D

WIDTH

COUNT

BEDROOMS

PARKING TYPE

LOWER FLOOR

MAIN FLOOR AREA

UPPER FLOOR

GROSS AREA

GARAGE AREA

SELLABLE AREA (Sq

TOTAL SELLABLE AREA

Area (Sq ft)

(Sq ft)

Area (Sq ft)

(Sq ft)

(Sq ft)

ft)

(Sq ft)

A
A1
A2

15
15
15
SUBTOTAL

27
20
7

2
2
2

TANDEM
TANDEM
TANDEM

117.0
117.0
117.0

565.5
587.7
587.7

565.5
571.9
571.9

1,248.0
1,276.6
1,276.6

448.5
461.0
461.0

1181.5
1210.1
1210.1

31,900.5
24,202.0
8,470.7

B
B1
Ba
B1a
B2
B2a

20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
SUBTOTAL

44

4
4
4
4
4
4

DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE
DOUBLE

276.0
280.7
276.0
280.7
280.7
280.7

656.4
681.4
656.4
681.4
681.4
681.4

656.4
666.4
656.4
666.4
666.4
666.4

1,588.8
1,628.5
1,588.8
1,628.5
1,628.5
1,628.5

402.9
408.4
402.9
408.4
408.4
408.4

1545.1
1586.9
1545.1
1586.9
1586.9
1586.9

67,984.4
0.0
6,180.4
3,173.8
41,259.4
3,173.8

C
D

INTERLOCK

12
12
4

3
3

TANDEM
DOUBLE

80.0
295.7

594.7
594.7

594.7
594.7

1,269.4
1,485.1

438.4
393.9

1,236.5
1,453.7

14,838.0
17,444.4

14

4

DOUBLE

407.9

785

701.7

1,894.6

405.7

1773.5

24,829.0

INTERLOCK

SUBTOTAL
DUPLEX

20.5
SUBTOTAL
TOTAL

4
2
26
2
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TOTAL

252,860

TOTAL

243,456.40

NOTE: POTENTIAL SELLABLE AREA TO BE VERIFIED AND CONFIRMED BY QUANTITY SURVEYOR

PARKING

OPEN SPACE
FORMULA

TYPE
Stalls

REQUIRED RESIDENTIAL PARKING
PROVIDED RESIDENTIAL PARKING
REQUIRED VISITOR PARKING
PROVIDED VISITOR PARKING

SECTION 4 | Analysis

1.4/2-BEDROOM DU

1.4 X 54

1.5/3-BEDROOM UP DU

1.5 X 116

249.5
TOTAL

0.2 CARS/DU BUILDING > 2 UNITS

0.2 X 156
TOTAL

340
31.2
32

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
STRATA OPEN SPACE
TOTAL

Acres

%

1.38 ac

15%

1.36 ac
2.74 ac

15%
30%
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KEY
K SITE
Si MEASUREMENTS
e M as eme s
M

Duncan Street

8.5m

27.9'

Duncan Street Entrance - 27m Run

6%

Furness Street

3.5m

11.5'

Furness Street Driveway - 23m Run

3%

West Industrial - Siding Condition

8.5m

27.9'

West Industrial - Fronting Condition

16m

52.5'

Waterfront - Dyke Management Setback

7.5m

24.6'
V

Fire Access - Width

7.3m

24'

Fire Access - Centreline Turn Radius

13m

Strata - Width
Strata - Centreline Turn Radius

kn

Parallel

10

42.7'

90 degree

22

6m

19.7'

Total

32

12m

39.4'

Daycare Parking/Drop-off

Large Townhome Minimum

1.82m

5.9'

Small Townhome Minimum

2.0m

6.6'

Small Townhomes - Side to Side Minimum

3.66m

12.0'

Large Townhomes - Face to Face Minimum

9.00m

29.5'

Large Townhomes - Side to Side Minimum

4.27m

14'

Duplexes - Side to Side Minimum

4.12m

13.5'

Central East-West Greenway Minimum Width

5.4m

17.7'

9m

29.5'

8.5m

27.9'

On-street

t

Central North-South Greenway Minimum Width
Industrial North-South Greenway Minimum Width
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Creating Great Places.
PLANNING | ARCHITECTURE | LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE | LAND DEVELOPMENT
Vancouver - Shanghai - Ho Chi Minh City | ekistics.com
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RIVERWALK | 45+175 Duncan Street
Building Separation + Zoning
Drawing inspiration from the site’s riverfront location, rich history and established character, the Master
Plan builds upon Port Royal’s strong neighbourhood patterns of street-fronting homes, tree-lined streets
and pedestrian walkways.
Featuring a selection of 170 duplex and townhomes set within a civic-inspired riverfront neighbourhood,
the Plan is structured into a series of pedestrian-scaled blocks, served by a grid-iron pattern of strata
lanes and pedestrian walkways with generous landscaped commons throughout. To allow for this
design, Riverwalk proposes to replace the two current CD zones (CD42| CD43) with a new
Comprehensive Development Zone.
As per the attached Building Separation Plan and Matrix, the design provides sufficient separation
between buildings, specifically addressing the following three conditions:
1. Front to Front Condition along North-South Mews: Typical to new ground-oriented townhome
developments in Metro Vancouver, north-south residential mews have a separation of 9m
between building faces. The Plan limits the face-to-face condition to 30m in length, the
equivalent of five units, thereby preserving views to the river while limiting issues associated
with the canyon effect.
2. Front to Side Condition on Central Greenway: The most common condition along the Central
Greenway (68%) is townhomes fronting the strata parks and landscaped mews, providing
private space with views to the river, while removing issues of canyon effect. Townhomes that
front on the Greenway have a minimum separation of 6.46m from adjacent siding conditions
with non-combustible fibre cement cladding. The minimum separation is limited to 32% of the
Greenway’s 228m length.
3. Side by Side Condition: Applying typical building separations of 3.66m or greater for three
storey townhomes, the siding material used for all Side-by-Side conditions is non-combustible
fibre cement, reducing the fire hazard between buildings. In addition, privacy concerns are
addressed through fewer and smaller windows on building ends. Owing to the provision of
Strata Greenspace and Public Access, the plan has two conditions which are below typical:
• Buildings 1 + 2 separation of 3.36m;
• Buildings 24 + 25 separation of 3.14m.
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RIVERWALK | New Westminster, BC

Building Separation Listing
PROPOSED MINIMUMS

PRECEDENT

RT-3 COMPARISON

Front to Front Condition

Buildings

Proposed
CD Zone

Building Code 1

Precedent Condition

RT-3

Difference 2

Precedent Condition

Municipality

Project

11 + 12
12 + 13
14 + 15
15 + 16
16 + 17
17 + 18
18 +19
19 + 20
20 + 21
21 + 23

10.77m
9.75m
9.75m
9.75m
9.00m
9.75m
9.00m
9.75m
9.00m
11.60m

2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.

8.0 - 9.0m
8.0 - 9.0m
8.0 - 9.0m
8.0 - 9.0m
8.0 - 9.0m
8.0 - 9.0m
8.0 - 9.0m
8.0 - 9.0m
8.0 - 9.0m
8.0 - 9.0m

11.91m
11.91m
11.91m
11.91m
11.91m
11.91m
11.91m
12.53m
12.53m
12.53m

1.14m
2.16m
2.16m
2.16m
2.91m
2.16m
2.91m
2.78m
3.53m
0.93m

8.5m face-to-face
9.0m face-to-face
8.5m face-to-face
8.0m face-to-face

Surrey
Surrey
Burnaby
Vancouver

West Clayton
Fleetwood West
Burlington Townhomes
230 West 62nd Ave. Townhomes

Precedent Condition

RT-3

Difference 2

Precedent Condition

Municipality

Project

5.60 - 5.77m
5.60 - 5.77m
5.60 - 5.77m
5.60 - 5.77m
5.60 - 5.77m
5.60 - 5.77m
5.60 - 5.77m
5.60 - 5.77m
5.60 - 5.77m
5.60 - 5.77m

11.84m
11.84m
11.84m
11.84m
11.84m
11.84m
11.84m
11.84m
12.46m
11.84m

3.19m
3.09m
3.09m
5.38m
5.38m
5.38m
5.38m
5.38m
4.91m
4.29m

5.6m pinch point
5.77m face to side

Surrey
Burnaby

Fleetwood East
Burlington Townhomes

Front to Side Condition

Buildings

Proposed
CD Zone Building Code 1

11 + 24
12 + 25
13 + 25
14 + 26
15 + 26
16 + 27
17 + 27
17 + 28
20 + 29
21 + 29

8.65m
8.75m
8.75m
6.46m
6.46m
6.46m
6.46m
6.46m
7.55m
7.55m

2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.

Buildings

Proposed
CD Zone

Building Code 1

Precedent Condition

RT-3

Difference 2

Precedent Condition

Municipality

Project

1+2
24 + 25
26 + 27
27 + 28

3.36m
3.14m
3.66m
3.66m

2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.
2.4m min.

2.5m - 3.66m
2.5m - 3.66m
2.5m - 3.66m
2.5m - 3.66m

3.66m
4.27m
4.27m
4.27m

0.30m
0.52m
0.61m
0.61m

2.5m side-to-side
3.66m side-to-side
3.66m side-to-side

Surrey
Surrey
Surrey

Fleetwood West
Fleetwood East
West Clayton

Side by Side Condition
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BUILDING SEPARATION MATRIX
Project: Riverwalk - Queensborough, New Westminster, B.C.

BLDG
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1

2

3

4

Date:

5

6

7

September 14th, 2017

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

EE 3.36
EE 3.36

EE 19.43
EE 19.43

EE 3.82
EE 3.82

EE 5.74
EE 5.74

EE 4.19
EE 4.19

EE 3.07
EE 3.07

EE 28.30
EE 28.30

EE 5.46
EE 5.46

EE 3.24
EE 3.24

EF-R 14.68

FF-R 10.77

12

EF-R 14.65

13

EF-R 14.65

14

FF-R 10.77

EF-G 8.65
FF-G 9.75

FF-G 9.75
EF-R 15.08

15

FF-R 15.54
EF-R 14.18

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

EF-G 8.75
FF-R 15.54

EF-G 8.75
FF-G 9.75

FF-G 9.75
EF-R 16.20

EF-G 6.46
FF-R 9.75

FF-R 9.75
EF-R 19.27

EF-G 6.46
FF-G 9.00

FF-G 9.00•
EF-R 14.13

EF-G 6.46
FF-R 9.75

FF-R 9.75
EF-R 14.85

EF-G 6.46
FF-G 9.00

FF-G 9.00

EF-R 16.10

FF-R 9.75
FF-R 9.75

EF-R 19.77

EF-G 21.92
FF-G 9.00

FF-G 9.00 •
EF-R 13.80

EF-G 7.55
FF-R 12.65

FF-R 12.65

23

FF-R 11.60

24

FF-R 11.60

EF-G 7.55

EE 4.13
EE 4.13

EF-R 17.14

EF-G 8.65

25

EE 3.14
EF-G 8.75

26

EF-G 8.75

EE 3.14
EF-G 6.46

27

EF-G 6.46

EE-R 19.78

EF-G 6.46
EF-G 6.46

29

EF-R 11.32
FF-R 11.47
FF-R 11.47

EE-R 19.78
EF-G 6.46

28

EF-G 6.46
EF-G 20.82

FF-R 11.47
EE 3.66

EF-G 20.82

EE 3.66
EE 3.66

EF-G 21.92

EF-G 7.55

EF-G 7.55

EF-R 17.14

30

FF-R 11.47
EE-G 8.53

FF-R 11.47

EE-G 8.53

FF-R 12.06

FF-R 11.47

31

EE 4.40
FF-R 11.47

32

EE 4.40
FF-R 11.47

33

FF-R 11.47

34
EF-R 11.32

EE 5.60
EE 5.60

FF-R 12.06

36

EE 5.80
EE 5.80

FF-R 11.47

35

EE-R 20.47
EE-R 20.47

EE 10.94
EE 10.94

EE 5.29
EE 5.29

GENERAL NOTES

All internal dimensions measured to building face

LEGEND

EE

Buildings, end to end

EF-R

End to face, across roadway

EF-G

End to face, across greenway

FF-R

Face to face, across roadway

FF-G

Face to face, across greenway
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RIVERWALK | 45+175 Duncan Street
Tandem Garage Format Townhome
Riverwalk aims to provide affordable ground-oriented living for families in a civic-inspired Riverfront
Neighbourhood, making townhomes with a tandem garage format an important part of the project.
Recognizing potential concerns associated with tandem format garages, Riverwalk has limited their use
to the 54 entry-level homes fronting Duncan and Furness Streets, less than 40% of the total.
The two-bedroom tandem design has no habitable space on the ground floor, allowing the homes to sit
address the public realm while positioned below the 4.20 Flood Construction Level.
As a master planned, comprehensively developed project, parking at Riverwalk will be enforced by the
Strata Council. In addition, the Duncan Street rail line precludes any parking along the tandem form
townhomes facing Duncan Street.
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RIVERWALK | 45+175 Duncan Street
Flood Construction Level
Riverwalk proposes a community of safe, family-oriented homes. Set within the Flood Hazard
Development Area requiring new building have a Flood Construction Level of 4.20m for habitable space,
all homes at Riverwalk meet the requirement as follows:
•

Homes illustrated in grey on the attached plan, with habitable space on the ground floor, have a
first-floor elevation (FFE) of 4.20m;

•

Homes illustrated in dark brown on the attached plan, with no habitable space on the ground
floor, have an FFE of 4.00m, composed of 449 sq ft tandem garage and a 51 sq ft entrance foyer
(see attached unit plan).

Under this design, property damage and potential loss of life is minimized.
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Attachment 3
Residential Development Permit Area #3
East Queensborough And Natural Hazard
Development Permit Area #1 Flood Hazard
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#3 East Queensborough
The East Queensborough multi-family areas, identified as Development Permit Area
#3 [see Map B], are designated in order to create a transition between industrial uses
and adjacent residential neighbourhoods. This area will contain medium density,
multi-family residential uses. This Development Permit Area encourages best
practices for promoting water and energy conservation and reducing greenhouse gas
Emissions. It also establishes guidelines for the form and character of multi-family
residential development.
Properties located within this Development Permit Area that are zoned Light
Industrial Districts (M-1) that develop industrial uses in accordance with the zone
must instead comply with the guidelines included in the Light Industrial and Mixed
Employment Development Permit Area.
DESIGN GUIDELINES
All buildings and developments must be designed to have a high quality, cohesive
appearance that enhances the overall quality of the community. Consider the
following:
• Use an architectural approach (i.e. massing, facade treatment, detailing, materials
and colour choice) which is harmonious with the riverfront community context.
• Create a cohesive streetscape. Use a similar alignment of windowsills, building and
roof lines, cornices, and floor-to-floor spacing along the street block.
• Design all principal and accessory buildings within a development and/ or all
elements of an individual building, to the same architectural style. Provide enough
variety (e.g. through massing, architectural detail) to avoid a monotonous appearance
when the development is viewed as a whole and to reinforce individual building
identity.
• Coordinate lighting, outdoor furniture and garbage receptacles and design outdoor
areas (e.g. walkways, patios) and landscape elements (e.g. retaining walls, fences,
screening) to be consistent with the style, materials, colour and quality of the overall
development.
• Select project names that evoke Queensborough’s riverfront community context
and/or the legacy of its historically prominent citizens.

Doc#1095594
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Provide public art to help enrich outdoor spaces and create pedestrian scale
landmarks. Use art that highlights Queensborough’s sense of place and is unique to
each location.
Building siting must contribute to a pedestrian scale neighbourhood character.
Consider the following:
• Orient residential units to front all streets and/or city trails and greenways
immediately adjacent to or within the development, except where the adjacent street is
a highway or truck route.
• For all corner lots and/or corner units, locate and design buildings to address all
frontages, including public and internal streets, and/or city trails and greenways.
• Use building siting to reinforce a sense of arrival at gateway intersections. Enhance
this effect with other special features such as publicly accessible plazas at the corner,
special roof shapes, and other architectural features.
SITING
Building siting must respect the existing neighbourhood and site context. Consider the
following:
• Consider existing buildings and outdoor spaces when siting new buildings, including
the location of windows and entrances, overlook of outdoor space, impacts to air
circulation and light penetration, etc.
• Site buildings to retain and enhance heritage assets by incorporating them into the
development of the site, wherever possible, including buildings, engineering works
and/or cultural landscapes, as well as significant landscape features (e.g. mature
vegetation and trees, distinctive landforms).
• Design new buildings in proximity to heritage assets to be compatible with their
historical context without literally imitating older building styles. In these cases, new
buildings should provide an original interpretation of the traditional building style (i.e.
draw inspiration from fundamental design characteristics) while continuing to
reinforce traditional development patterns and rhythms.
• Minimize the impact of noise and exhaust to pedestrians and neighbours. Locate
service areas and mechanical equipment (e.g. utilities, HVAC, meters) at the rear of
buildings and away from neighbouring residential uses. Minimize visibility of service
areas and mechanical equipment from streets, open spaces and neighbours (e.g.
screen, reduce service and garage opening size, use shared service areas).
Doc#1095594
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Queensborough Building massing must contribute to a pedestrian scale
neighbourhood character. Consider the following:
• Use substantial vertical architectural features (e.g. changes in building height, bays,
high voids) to break the massing of multiple unit buildings into smaller modules of
similar scale.
• Relate the modules to the organization of interior space such that the expression of
individual units is reflected in the overall form of the building.
• Use horizontal architectural elements to define floor-to-floor transitions, roofs and
cornice lines.
• Design the roof to minimize the overall building mass, incorporating articulation and
variations in roof planes (e.g. dormers, gables, crenelated parapets) to break up roof
mass and reduce building scale.
• Reinforce the pedestrian scale massing by designing all buildings to have a heavier
“base” and lighter “top” that are visibly differentiated by use of material (e.g.
masonry on the base and wood siding on the top) and details (e.g. cornice treatments
at the top).
MASSING
Building massing must maximize natural light and ventilation to apartment and
condominium units. Consider the following:
• Mass buildings to promote as many units as possible having exterior walls with
windows on two sides.
• Configure internal units using a wide window-wall to shallow room depth ratio that
ensures ample daylight penetrates to the rear of the unit.
• Organize the interior space such that, wherever possible, a majority of primary
living spaces (e.g. living room, family room, kitchen) have exterior walls with
windows on two sides. As a minimum, ensure all primary living spaces and secondary
living spaces (e.g. bedroom, den, office) have at least one exterior wall with a
window.
• Take microclimate into consideration.
HERITAGE
Doc#1095594
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Each development must follow the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada for all physical work to heritage assets.
Reuse historic industrial and agricultural artefacts on redevelopment sites (e.g. as
public art).
FACADES
The facades of all building walls that face public or internal streets, drive aisles,
pedestrian pathways, parks or open space must provide visual interest. Use
architectural elements (e.g. fenestration, vertical and/or horizontal design elements,
secondary roof elements) and/or material or colour change.
ENTRANCES
Building entrances must be located and designed to have a strong relationship with
the street. Consider the following:
• Entries for residential buildings and ground oriented units, including front porches,
should be oriented toward, visible from and directly connected (via a short pathway
and/or stairs) to the street (public or internal), city greenway, or semi-private entry
courtyard onto which the building fronts. A semi-private entry courtyard should be
oriented toward, visible from and directly connected to the public street (via a short
pathway and/or stairs).
• Distinguish entrances with an arrival feature (e.g. courtyard, gateway) at the point
where the semi-private sidewalk meets the public sidewalk. Incorporate smaller
arrival features to visibly differentiate different building entrances within a
development. Integrate the design of arrival features with the overall design of the
development.
Primary pedestrian entrances into buildings must be integrated into the design of the
building, yet be clearly expressed. Consider the following:
• Articulate massing to identify building entrances (e.g. tall voids, central mass,
recessed entry).
• Frame with a secondary roof element (e.g. porch) to identify building entrances and
protect from weather.
• Establish a hierarchy of entrances, giving grouped pedestrian entrances visual
priority, individual pedestrian entrances the next highest visual priority, and vehicle
entrances the lowest visual priority.
Doc#1095594
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ROOFS
Rooftops must appear clean and attractive and in keeping with the architectural style
of the building. Consider the following:
• Locate and screen mechanical and service equipment such that it appears as an
integral part of the building when viewed from any angle.
• Finish the surface of roofs with a material that is attractive and easy to maintain to a
high level of neatness.
• Design roofs to reduce the urban heat island effect.
WINDOWS
Windows must contribute to an interesting, pedestrian scale environment. Consider
the following:
• Use windows which are of clear glass (e.g. not tinted, reflective or opaque).
• Use windows which are rectangular or square in proportion, except for accent
windows which may have a unique shape.
• Locate windows in the garage door of residential parking structures facing onto
public or internal streets or walkways, including city trails and greenways.
Use strategies to facilitate passive heating in cooler months and reduce unwanted heat
gain in summer months. Consider the following:
• Ensure a solar heat gain coefficient of 50% or better for south facing windows to
maximize solar gain during winter.
• Use exterior shading devices (e.g. awnings, canopies, overhangs, light shelves,
louvers) which provide shade from the high summer sun, but provide solar access to
the low winter sun. Use these devices particularly on south facing windows.
• Provide operable windows in each residential dwelling and/or unit. Locate operable
windows to take advantage of Queensborough’s prevailing easterly winds (i.e. winds
from the east to the west) to provide cross ventilation.
• Use stack vents and light wells to provide additional light and ventilation to primary
and secondary living spaces.
Doc#1095594
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• Take microclimate into consideration when locating and sizing windows.
SIGNS
Signs must be designed to be consistent with the architectural style, scale and
materials of the development and/or building and its surrounding context. Consider
the following:
• Integrate signs into the detailing of the building (i.e. not applied as an afterthought)
but subordinate to the overall building composition.
• Make signs visible from the street without being visually obtrusive. Design the size,
location and information to be oriented to pedestrians.
• Use indirect lighting from fixtures that are integrated into the overall design and
character of the development and/or building.
OPEN SPACE
Each development must provide semi-private outdoor common space for all multifamily developments. Use common space to create a transition from private
residential areas to the development entry at public streets. Orient private patios and
entries around the semi-private common space to facilitate neighbourly interactions
and provide overlook for children as they play.
Common outdoor space must be designed to be of a usable size and configuration.
Include a range of activities and generations. Consider the following:
• Hard and soft landscaped areas such as courtyards, patios, lawns and/or naturalized
open space.
• Seating options such as benches, moveable chairs and/or tables. Locate seating
options suited to different weather conditions such as areas that capture the sun, are
shaded (e.g. by building canopies or trees) and/or are sheltered from wind and rain.
• Common gardens where residents can grow flowers and food together. These should
be in addition to private garden spaces.
• Natural play elements (e.g. boulders, stepping stones, grassy slopes) in visible
locations.
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Each development must provide pedestrian circulation that connects between
buildings and shared amenities, as well as directly to public streets and greenways,
and other destinations such as schools, parks, and commercial areas.
Each development must provide directly accessible private outdoor space for all units.
Consider the following:
• Include balconies for above grade units and patios for ground oriented units.
• Design roofs to provide usable outdoor space.
• Where units front onto public or internal streets and/or city trails or greenways, use
the private outdoor space to create a transition. Design this area to be spatially welldefined and visible from the street or walkway (e.g. elevate slightly, enclose with low
hedges or an open-railing fence).
SAFETY
Each development must provide a Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) report outlining the use of CPTED strategies in the design of developments
and buildings, including open space.
LIGHTING
All public and semi-private sidewalks and open spaces must be equipped with
lighting. Consider the following:
• Use unobtrusive fixtures which are consistent with the architecture of the building
and its surrounding context.
• Use shielded down lighting that provides for security, ambient lighting and enhances
architectural and landscape details but minimizes light pollution.
• Minimize energy used in exterior lighting by using energy efficient lighting (e.g.
LED, solar-powered) and timer, motion or photo-activated lighting for all exterior
areas, including walkways and driveways and for security lighting.
NOISE
Developments and buildings must be designed to minimize impacts from adjacent
industrial and transportation activities. Consider the following:
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• Site buildings to minimize light intrusion from trucks, trains and industrial site
lighting into residential units, yards and semi-private open spaces.
• Organize internal unit configuration to locate bedrooms and, where possible, other
living areas away from industrial and goods transportation activities (i.e. truck routes,
industrial site access points, the rail line). Locate all outdoor spaces away from noise
sources.
• Employ leading edge technical approaches to noise abatement in residential building
construction (e.g. fresh air ventilation alternatives to open windows, acoustically rated
glazing) including on balconies (e.g. sound absorption materials and/or barriers)
• Provide landscape buffers within residential development sites. Use layered
plantings of trees and shrubs.
Each application to develop residential dwellings adjacent to industrial and
transportation activities must provide a report prepared by persons qualified in
acoustics and noise measurement, demonstrating compliance with CMHC noise
standards for habitable areas (i.e. max. 35 decibels for bedrooms, max. 40 decibels for
living dining and recreation rooms, and max. 45 decibels for kitchen, bathrooms,
hallways and utility rooms). This report will be registered as a covenant on title.
MATERIALS & COLOURS
All principal and accessory buildings within a development must use a cohesive
palette of materials and colours that is consistently applied and contributes to the
overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
• Use a natural palette of wood, stone or brick and muted paint colour tones (e.g.
Benjamin Moore’s Historical Vancouver True Colours).
• Consistently apply materials to all sides of a building (i.e. do not emphasize the
principal facade with lesser treatment on the other facades).
• Change building materials and/or colours at interior or “reverse” corners of a
building, not at exterior corners or at changes in a facade plane.
• Use an accent colour which is harmonious with the main colours of the materials
and colours palette to unify the overall palette and to highlight architectural details
(e.g. eaves, window and door trim, railings).
• Use matte finishes or finishes with a low level of reflectivity. Reflective materials
(e.g. mirrored glass, polished stone) should be avoided.
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Each development must use building and hardscape materials that are durable and
appropriate to their use, the local climate, and the urban environment. Consider the
following:
• Use high quality building materials (e.g. wood, stone, brick, or acceptable
alternative) rather than materials that are visibly simulated (e.g. vinyl siding) or are
inappropriate for an urban area (e.g. untreated or roughsawn wood).
ACCESSIBILITY
Endeavour to make all pathways and building entrances, public and semipublic
spaces, and special features and amenities of a site accessible by people of varying
ability. Consider the following:
• Build sidewalks and pathways a minimum 1.8 metres (5.9 feet) wide with non-skid,
uniform walking surfaces.
• Locate entrance ramps and lifts in areas that are highly visible, easy to use and
connected to the sidewalk.
• Where steps or high thresholds (e.g. related to FCL requirements) create a barrier,
provide an alternative route that is easily accessible to everyone.
• Locate site furnishings (e.g. lighting, bollards, signage, guardrails, seating) where
they will not impede easy passage for those using a mobility device (e.g. wheelchair,
scooter) or people who are visually impaired.
• Locate parking for those with ability challenges close to accessible building
entrances.
• Use light fixtures that emit white light (i.e. not orange light) in all outdoor areas.
White light facilitates better visibility.
All parking associated with a development must be located and designed to reinforce
a pedestrian oriented neighbourhood character and scale. Consider the following:
• Integrate structured parking for low and mid-rise buildings with the building design
and have usable building space (e.g. ground oriented units) facing public streets, parks
and open spaces.
• Provide additional off-street parking for low and/or mid-rise buildings behind the
buildings (i.e. at the rear of the lot), as required.
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• Take access to parking, including garages, from a lane wherever possible or from the
side or internal street where no lane exists.
• For large parking lots, reduce visual scale and glare of large expanses of pavement
by creating smaller parking areas divided by landscaped sections which provide semitransparent screening.
• Visibly and physically separate pedestrian walkways from surface parking areas for
low and mid-rise buildings (e.g. distinguish through grade separation, bollards, trees
in tree guards, distinct paving).
• Minimize the number of times driveways and/or internal streets cross sidewalks.
Provide lanes, wherever appropriate, to give parking access that minimizes disruption
to sidewalks, bike routes and on-street parking.
New development must not result in an increase in the number of rail line crossings
which would result in an increase in train whistles. Remove or consolidate existing
driveways, wherever possible, to reduce the need for trains to whistle.
Provide wiring within parking areas for plug-in electric vehicles to meet Electric
Vehicle Ready requirements (i.e. Level 1 wiring for low-rise residential buildings, and
Level 2 wiring for mid-rise residential buildings).
TREES & PLANTING
Each development must use the BC Society of Landscape Architects’ and BC
Landscape and Nursery Association’s “BC Landscape Standard Guidelines (Latest
Edition)” in specifying, selection, site preparation, installation and maintenance of all
trees and other plant materials.
Each development must integrate trees, including shade trees. Consider the following:
• Retain existing mature trees wherever possible. Where tree removal is unavoidable,
replace with a number, species and size of trees that creates equal value.
• Plant new trees in all semi-private open spaces, parking areas, private yards, and
along internal streets and pathways.
• Locate deciduous trees on the south and west side of buildings to provide shade and
minimize unwanted heat gain during summer and provide solar access and passive
solar gain during winter.
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Develop and/or enhance areas of understorey vegetation using diverse, multistorey
planting which will support habitat for smaller wildlife, songbirds and important
pollinators such as bees, butterflies and dragonflies.
Tree species and other plant materials must be of high quality, suited to their purpose
and contribute to the overall quality of the community. Consider the following:
• Choose species that are successful in the urban environment, easy to maintain, are
non-invasive and suited to Queensborough’s high water table. Selected tree species
should also have less aggressive rooting habits.
• Use broadleaf deciduous tree species, wherever possible, for all shade trees
including internal street trees and trees in parking areas. Select species that have a
minimum mature height of 15 meters (49 feet).
All trees must be planted so that they will successfully become established and
develop a full canopy over time. Consider the following:
• Plant trees on internal streets in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) soil boulevard.
Where the boulevard is paved, plant street trees in a continuous trench finished with a
tree grate around each tree.
• Space street trees consistently and so that their canopies touch at maturity, generally
one tree every 6 to 8 metres (20 to 26 feet), depending on species.
• In parking areas, plant shade trees at an approximate ratio of one tree for every five
spaces. Plant trees in a minimum 3 metres (9.8 feet) wide continuous trench and
protect trees with bollards or tree guards.
TRAILS & GREENWAYS
All waterfront properties must provide public access to the river. Consider the
following:
• Provide public features at key points, such as waterfront lookout points, rest spots
and entry gateway elements.
• Design all elements of the Perimeter Trail to have a high quality, cohesive
appearance that harmonizes with the riverfront community context.
• Use a cohesive palette of durable, high quality materials which are appropriate to the
use and the local climate. Maximize the use of environmentally responsible materials.
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Each development adjacent to any trail, as identified on the Parks, Trails and
Greenway Streets Map, must set buildings and other structures well back from the
walkway. Ensure the separation between private and public space is visually and
physically well-defined (e.g. planting, low fences, hedges). Ensure there are no
barriers to public access to the walkway.
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NATURAL HAZARD DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
#1 FLOOD HAZARD
The Flood Hazard Development Permit Area is identified as Development Permit Area #1 [see
Map E]. Queensborough is located at the upstream end of Lulu Island in the floodplain of the
Fraser River. Development in this area of the City is protected by perimeter dykes maintained by
the City, which are continuous with dykes in the City of Richmond farther downstream.
However, new buildings and structures in Queensborough should be constructed at an elevation
that is sufficient to minimize the potential for loss of life and
property damage in the event of dyke failure, or an extreme flood event that tops the perimeter
dykes. The minimum construction levels, which are based on current knowledge of flood
patterns, are 3.53 metres above Geodetic Survey of Canada (GSC) datum for Area A shown on
the following map (flood construction level A), generally downstream from Derwent Way on the
south side of Queensborough and Wood Street on the north side, and 4.20 metres above GSC
datum (flood construction level B) for Area B upstream of Derwent Way and Wood Street.
Placement of imported fill to achieve these construction levels could produce local settlement
problems and undesirable diversion of flood water, so a combination of fill and structural support
may be required.
EXEMPTIONS
The following are exempted from the requirement for a development permit:
• Subdivision of land (buildings constructed on subdivided lots must still comply when
applicable).
• Alteration of land not involving the construction or alteration of a building or structure.
• Buildings and structures on land in an agricultural zoning district, other than residential
buildings
.
• Buildings and structures for park and open space recreational uses.
• Construction and alteration of buildings authorized by a heritage alteration permit, including
building additions.
• Detached accessory buildings and structures such as garages, tool sheds and greenhouses that
are not used for human habitation.
• Residential building additions that would increase the habitable floor area of the building by
less than 25% of the floor area that existed on February 3, 2014, unless the building has been
increased in floor area since that date without a development permit and the aggregate
additional floor area exceeds 25% of the floor area that existed on that date.
• Building alterations that do not increase the floor area of the building.
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In addition, buildings and structures for industrial uses on parcels that are not adjacent to a dyke
are exempt from the requirement for a development permit. However, owners are encouraged to
construct industrial buildings used for business or the storage of goods and located in Area A at
or above flood construction level A, and industrial buildings used for
such purposes and located in Area B at or above flood construction level B.
FLOOD CONSTRUCTION LEVEL
Buildings and structures for residential and institutional uses in Area A should be constructed so
that the lower surface of the floor system of the lowest storey containing habitable space is at or
above flood construction level A.
Buildings and structures for residential and institutional uses in Area B should be constructed so
that the lower surface of the floor system of the lowest storey containing habitable space is at or
above flood construction level B.
Buildings and structures for industrial uses on parcels adjacent to dykes in Area A should be
constructed so that the lower surface of the floor system of the lowest storey used for business or
the storage of goods that could be damaged by flood is at or above flood construction level A.
Buildings and structures for industrial uses on parcels adjacent to dykes in Area B should be
constructed so that the lower surface of the floor system of the lowest storey used for business or
the storage of goods that could be damaged by flood is at or above flood construction level B.
If natural grade of a residential parcel is below the desired flood construction level, imported fill
should not be used to raise the grade above 1.5 metres above GSC datum or 150 millimeters
above the centre of the road abutting the property, whichever is higher.
In the case of floors comprised of concrete slabs, the upper surface of the concrete slab should be
at or above the applicable flood construction level.
NON-HABITABLE SPACE
The following building areas are not considered habitable space for the purpose of these
Guidelines:
• Underground parking garages, provided that signs are posted and maintained at points of entry
indicating that the parking area is subject to flooding of the Fraser River.
• Attached and enclosed garage not exceeding 42 square metres (452.08 square feet) in floor area
per dwelling unit. For the purpose of this calculation a secondary suite is not considered a unit.
• Manoeuvring aisles used to access compliant off-street parking spaces.
• Attached carports.
• Enclosed entrance foyers up to 11 square metres (118.40 square feet) in floor area per dwelling
unit in the building.
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• Elevator shafts, provided that operation of the elevators below the applicable flood construction
level is not possible during flood events.
• Enclosed building areas with floor to ceiling heights of less than 1.52 metres (5 feet) measured
to the underside of the floor system above.
• Porches.
• Undercrofts enclosed only by wood lattice or similar screening.
No area below the required elevation shall be used for the installation of fixed equipment
susceptible to damage by floodwaters, with the exception of furnaces and hot water heaters.
Garbage and recycling carts may be permitted in the non-habitable space below
the required elevation.
Bicycle parking may be permitted in the non-habitable space below the required elevation.
Site alteration and building construction should be planned and executed so as to minimize
abrupt transitions from the elevations of adjacent sites and buildings and the diversion of flood
waters to adjacent sites.
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